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The Chief Executive’s Report on Motions:
Poolbeg West Draft Planning Scheme

Introduction
This Report sets out the Chief Executive’s Responses and Recommendations to
each of the Councillor Motions as received following the public display of the
Poolbeg West Draft Planning Scheme and the receipt of submissions in this regard.
The layout of this report is similar to the previous Chief Executive’s Reports in that
motions are grouped by chapter and each topic is dealt within chapter order. In
instances where there are no submissions or Councillor Motions on a particular
topic, the corresponding section does not appear in this report.
The motion recommendations are broadly categorised as follows:
1. Motion is agreed
2. Motion is agreed as amended
(i.e. when Motion is substantially agreed)
3. Motion noted
(i.e. matter is already addressed in existing text)
4. Motion not agreed
(i.e. planning reasons)
5. Motion not agreed
(as it is either:
•
•
•
•

Outside scope of SDZ
Operational Matter
Contrary to national policy
Not on foot of draft plan and submissions)

Minor typographical errors or discrepancies will be amended in the final plan before
publication. Similarly where draft plans or policy documents, prepared by other
bodies, have been updated or approved during the draft Planning Scheme
preparation process these will be amended accordingly in the final Planning
Scheme.
Please note in Chief Executive’s Recommendation:
Text in green and underlined is new text recommended by the Chief Executive.
Text in red with strikethrough is recommended for deletion by the Chief Executive.
Next Steps
Members will consider this Report as well as the previously circulated Chief
Executive’s Report on Submissions (including Addendum Report) received on the

public display of the Poolbeg West Draft Planning Scheme at the Special Council
meeting on the 18th May 2017.
The purpose of the meeting is to reach agreement by resolution on amendments to
the Poolbeg West Draft Planning Scheme.
If there are no material amendments Members may resolve to make the Planning
Scheme which would then take effect 4 weeks after the resolution. If Members
resolve to make material alterations a further public display of the alterations (and
any environmental assessment) will be required to take place for a period of 4
weeks.

Chapter 1
Introduction

MOTION

1001

Councillor(s)

Kieran Binchy

Insert new bullet point after Bullet Point 3
“The opportunity to extend the existing residential quarter of
Ringsend/Irishtown/Sandymount in a sympathetic, integrated and socially sustainable
manner, using in particular a mix of tenure-types spread evenly across the site.”
Reason: To recognise that there are already well-established communities in the area, and
to ensure that the development serves the interests of those communities

Chief Executive’s Response
It is the aim of the Dublin City Council to provide a mixed tenure housing in the SDZ, support
community services and facilitate local employment opportunities. The ambition is for this
area to develop as a balanced community, well integrated with the established community
and the existing neighbourhoods. A new bullet point should be inserted in section 1.1.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is Agreed as amended
Insert new bullet point after the third bullet point in Section 1.1
•

The opportunity to extend the existing residential quarter of
Ringsend/Irishtown/Sandymount in an integrated and sustainable manner.

MOTION
Councillor(s)

1002
Daithí Doolan

Insert text for a new 4th bullet point, in section 1.1, p2:
The potential to deliver a mixed tenure, integrated community. The tenure mix must be
appropriate to the needs of those waiting to be housed in Dublin. It must have a mixture of
private, public and affordable housing.
Reference: Sinn Féin submission, Introduction, p3.
Reason: Dublin City Council has a total of 25,352 applicants on its housing list. This is made
up of 18,946 on the main housing list while another 6,406 applicants are on the transfer list.
Meanwhile 2,212 applicants are homeless.
Mixed tenure, while meeting the meeting the needs of those who need homes also
contributes to building sustainable communities.
The evidence suggests mixed communities can contribute to specific goals within current
social policy, such as community cohesion and sustainability. (Tunstall & Fenton, 2006).

Chief Executive’s Response
It is the aim of the Dublin City Council to provide a mixed tenure housing in the SDZ, support
community services and facilitate local employment opportunities. The ambition is for this
area to develop as a balanced community, well integrated with the established community
and the existing neighbourhoods. A new bullet point should be inserted in section 1.1
Chief Executive’s Recommendation

Motion is Agreed as amended
Insert new bullet point after the third bullet point in Section 1.1
•

The potential to deliver a mixed tenure, integrated community, taking into
consideration relevant housing needs, to provide a mixture of private, public
and affordable housing.

MOTION

1003

Councillor(s)

Frank Kennedy

The City Council resolves to insert, after bullet point 3 in Section 1.1, the following bullet
point:
“The potential to extend the existing residential areas of Ringsend, Irishtown and
Sandymount in a sympathetic, integrated and socially sustainable manner, using in particular
a mix of tenure-types spread across the site.”
Reason: The SDZ is surrounded by vibrant and long-standing residential neighbourhoods
with an extraordinary sense of community. It is essential that the SDZ, which will
accommodate in excess of 7,000 people be developed in such a way as to ensure the
integration of its residents into the wider residential community. An essential part of this is
the provision of an adequate mix of tenure-types and in particular of adequate social and
affordable housing.
Chief Executive’s Response
It is the aim of the Dublin City Council to provide a mixed tenure housing in the SDZ, support
community services and facilitate local employment opportunities. The ambition is for this
area to develop as a balanced community, well integrated with the established community
and the existing neighbourhoods. A new bullet point should be inserted in section 1.1.
Note that mixed tenure is already referred to in the response to motion 1001.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is Agreed as amended
Insert new bullet point after the third bullet point in Section 1.1
•

The opportunity to extend the existing residential quarter of
Ringsend/Irishtown/Sandymount in an integrated and sustainable manner.

MOTION

1004

Councillor

Dermot Lacey

That a new bullet point be added after Bullet Point 3 re the opportunity to extend the existing
residential quarter of Ringsend/Irishtown/Sandymount in a sympathetic, integrated and
socially sustainable manner, using in particular a mix of tenure types spread evenly across
site.
Reason: A strong social, affordable (both purchase and rental) sector linking the new
Poolbeg area with the exiting communities of Ringsend/Irishtown and Sandymount is crucial
for the best long term and indeed short term wellbeing of the overall project.

Chief Executive’s Response
It is the aim of the Dublin City Council to provide a mixed tenure housing in the SDZ, support
community services and facilitate local employment opportunities. The ambition is for this
area to develop as a balanced community, well integrated with the established community
and the existing neighbourhoods. A new bullet point should be inserted in section 1.1
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is Agreed as amended
Insert new bullet point after the third bullet point in Section 1.1
•

The opportunity to extend the existing residential quarter of
Ringsend/Irishtown/Sandymount in an integrated and sustainable manner.

MOTION

1005

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

To add before 1.6
“This plan does not endorse proposals by Dublin Port for the infill of up to fifteen hectares of
the estuarine waters on the South bank of the River Liffey in proximity to the Pigeon House
power plant.”
Planning Rationale: To protect the sensitive environment of the River Liffey.
Chief Executive’s Response
The matter raised is outside the scope of the Draft Planning Scheme for the designated
SDZ. The proposal by Dublin Port to infill up to fifteen hectares of estuarine waters on the
South bank of the River Liffey is a matter for Dublin Port Company under their Master Plan
review planning mechanism. The concept is at preliminary stage rather than being a firm
proposal, and in any event, is subject to all statutory planning and environmental processes,
including separate public consultation.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion not Agreed, as the matter raised is outside the scope of the SDZ

Chapter 2
Vision & Key Principles

MOTION

1006

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

To add after 2.3.1:
All building works shall provide full ducting, pipework and necessary infrastructure for
connection to the Dublin District Heating Project.
Planning Rationale: To reduce carbon emissions
Chief Executive’s Response
Chapter 7.11 addresses the Dublin District Heating System and Objective IU9 states
“That all proposed developments of an appropriate scale be district heating-enabled in order
to provide an environmentally sustainable option for heating and cooling”
It is considered that this objective is appropriate and sufficient for the purposes of the Key
Principle of the SDZ Scheme to create a sustainable neighbourhood.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
The motion is noted. Retain existing recommended Objective IU9
“That all proposed developments of an appropriate scale be district heating-enabled in order
to provide an environmentally sustainable option for heating and cooling”

MOTION:

1007

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to add the following sentence to Chapter 2 Section 3.1 “Create a
sustainable neighbourhood with mixed tenure housing”
“Ensure the wellbeing of residents that may be adversely affected by any proposed
development
Reason: This simply expands on the manager’s recommendation with the sentence
complementing and enhancing the quality of life for the existing population of Ringsend,
Irishtown and Sandymount.
Chief Executive’s Response
Section 2.3 of the Draft SDZ Planning Scheme relates to the key theme of ‘Create’, which is
concerned with issues of sustainability and place making. The content of the motion is
consistent with wording of the Key Principle contained with Section 2.4.3 which relates to the
key theme of ‘Protect’. This Key principle can be expanded to make further reference to any
‘proposed development’
The Chief Executive’s Report on Submissions recommends the heading be expanded to
include “existing and future residents”.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is agreed as amended.
Amend text to Chief Executive’s Report, page 11, paragraph 3 to:
2.4.3 Protect and Enhance the Amenity of Existing and Future Residents
Key Principle: To ensure that the well being and safety of residents is not adversely affected
by any proposed development, nearby industries and the threats of Climate Change and
that the amenities of existing and future residents are protected and enhanced.

MOTION:

1008

Councillor(s)

Frank Kennedy

The City Council resolves to substitute the key principle at Section 2.4.3 with the following
text:
“To ensure that the well-being and safety of existing or future residents and
communities is not adversely affected by the development of the SDZ, by nearby
industries and by the threats of Climate Change and that the amenities of existing
and future residents are protected and enhanced.”
Reason: It is essential that the SDZ be a force for good in the area and therefore that its
development does not adversely affect current residents or communities in the area.
Chief Executive’s Response
The content of the motion is consistent with the Key Principle contained in Section 2.4.3.
This Key principle can be expanded to make further reference to any ‘proposed
development’

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is agreed as amended.
Amend text to Chief Executive’s Report, page 11, paragraph 3 to:
2.4.3 Protect and Enhance the Amenity of Existing and Future Residents
Key Principle: To ensure that the well being and safety of residents is not adversely affected
by any proposed development, nearby industries and the threats of Climate Change and
that the amenities of existing and future residents are protected and enhanced.

MOTION:

1009

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to add the following sentence to Chapter 2.4.3. page 9 – key
principles.
“To ensure that the wellbeing and safety of existing residents is not adversely affected by
any proposed developments,” before
“and that the wellbeing and safety of residents is not adversely affected etc. (continue as
is).”
Reason: Prioritizes and enhances the protection of existing residential communities and
ensure that they are not adversely affected by the Poolbeg west SDZ
Chief Executive’s Response
The content of the motion is consistent with the Key Principle contained in Section 2.4.3.
This Key principle can be expanded to make further reference to any ‘proposed
development’.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is agreed as amended.
Amend text to Chief Executive’s Report, page 11, paragraph 3 to:
2.4.3 Protect and Enhance the Amenity of Existing and Future Residents
Key Principle: To ensure that the well being and safety of residents is not adversely affected
by any proposed development, nearby industries and the threats of Climate Change and
that the amenities of existing and future residents are protected and enhanced.

Chapter 3
A New Residential Neighbourhood

Motion

1010

Councillor(s)

Frank Kennedy

The City Council resolves to substitute the figures in Table 3.1 with the figures proposed in
this motion, and further resolves to make any other corresponding amendments to the SDZ
as may be required to reflect this proportion of apartment unit types:
Apartment Unit type
1 beds
3+ beds
2 beds

% of SDZ scheme
20% (up to a quarter of which may be studios)
20% minimum
Balance

Reason:
The Scheme as proposed by the Chief Executive makes insufficient provision
for families to live and flourish in the SDZ and has an excessive focus on one bedroom
apartments. While it is accepted that the category of single occupants as a category of
residential dweller is increasing, the emphasis in the SDZ is too great. It must be noted that
those who reside in one bedroom units are far more likely to vacate their units as their
circumstances change, thereby increasing the residential turnover of the SDZ. This has a
corresponding detrimental effect on the development of a community of long term residents
within the SDZ.

Chief Executive’s Response
The mix of units in the Planning Scheme has been carefully devised, based on demographic
analysis, and with due consideration to the importance of implementing the recently adopted
housing strategy in the context of the Development Plan. Available evidence points to the
need for a large proportion of 2 bed units, and it remains that the mix sought is appropriate,
as this size of unit caters for a wide range of family needs at different stages in the life cycle.
Typical household composition is changing and 2 bed units often constitute appropriate
family homes in the city context.
The motion allows for 60% 2-bed units and this can also be achieved under the proposed
mix in Table 3.1
No particular evidence is available to suggest that 3 bed provision at 15% minimum, is
insufficient, and since this is a minimum, applications for a higher percentage will be
accepted subject to the other requirements of Table 3.1 being met.
Research undertaken in the preparation of this Planning Scheme indicates that there is a
high demand for one and two bed units in this part of the city. Shorter term social housing
need figures show a particularly high requirement (over 50%) for one bed units, and this
excludes broader market demand.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above.
Clarify Table 3.1
vis
2 beds
Balance (up to 60%)

MOTION

1011

Councillor

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to add the following words to final sentence of Section 3.2
“and economic backgrounds” to the sentence ending Section 3.2
Chief Executive’s Response
Section 3.2 has been examined and the modification sought is at odds with the existing text
which relates to non-residential uses and related urban design challenges.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion not agreed as it is at odds with existing text in the SDZ Scheme.

Motion

1012

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

Typology 3 beds account 25% 1 bed 15% and balance made of 2 beds. No studio, purpose
built student accommodation or build to let.
Reference: IGBHAG submission
Reason: to ensure and promote family and community development as opposed to
promoting “Google” type accommodation

Chief Executive’s Response
The mix of units in the Planning Scheme has been carefully devised, based on demographic
analysis, and with due consideration to the importance of implementing the recently adopted
housing strategy in the context of the Development Plan. Available evidence points to the
need for a large proportion of 2 bed units, and it remains that the mix sought is appropriate,
as this size of unit caters for a wide range of family needs at different stages in the life cycle.
Typical household composition is changing and 2 bed units often constitute appropriate
family homes in the city context.
No particular evidence is available to suggest that 3 bed provision at 15% minimum, is
insufficient, and applications for a higher percentage will be considered. Studio type units
are allowable under recent legislation.
Research undertaken in the preparation of this Planning Scheme indicates that there is a
high demand for one and two bed units in this part of the city. Shorter term social housing
need figures show a particularly high requirement (over 50%) for one bed units.
An element of student accommodation is considered reasonable given that there is a student
population of 80,000 in the City. There is potential to reduce pressure from student
occupation in the private rental sector, hence freeing up units for other occupants, including
for families in existing 2 storey housing. Text in section 3.5 of the Planning Scheme states
that any student housing development should be small in relation to the relevant urban block
within which it is located and take account of the need for overall balance.
The Planning Scheme does not promote or favour residential development for employees of
any particular tech companies such as Google, but does seek to achieve a sustainable
balance of residents.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above and because it is Government
Policy to provide for studio accommodation in such locations.
Clarify Table 3.1

vis

2 beds

Balance (up to 60%)

Motion
Councillor(s)

1013
Chris Andrews

That the section on Build to let be removed and this be amended to Affordable Rental
Reference: IGBHAG submission
Reason: because Build to let will not offer access to affordable rental housing

Chief Executive’s Response
‘Build to let’ and ‘affordable rental’ are significantly different terms. ‘Build to let’ (or Build to
Rent) refers to professionally managed private rental accommodation. The Build to Rent
Model is specifically provided for in the DHPCLG Guidelines 2015 and in the submission
made on this Planning Scheme. The model will contribute to the tenure mix and socially
balanced community which is a key objective of the Planning Scheme (see Para 3.5). It
should be noted that Objective H5 states that Build to Rent Schemes are limited to one (up
to 150 units) in each of the 4 phasing blocks. There is no reason to exclude this provision
from the planning scheme given anticipated demand, including demand from key workers
who were referred to specifically in the submission by the DHPCLG and the proximity to the
city central areas. “Affordable Rental” can be a component of a Build to Rent Scheme on an
agreed basis.
Minor amendments to the text in the SDZ Scheme are recommended in the interests of
clarity.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
1.
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above, and because it is
Government Policy.
2.
Amend text in the interests of clarity as follows:
• Table 3.2 replace “% of SDZ Scheme” with “% of Build to Rent “Scheme”
• Add to Objective H5 “To avoid domination of any particular unit mix or tenure, any
such build to rent proposal shall be limited to one scheme in the range of 100 - -150
units within each urban block, or two schemes up to 300 units max each overall.

Motion

1014

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

That the student accommodation section be removed
Reference: IGBHAG submission
Reason: Currently there are 8500 bed spaces in the pipeline in the inner city

Chief Executive’s Response
The Planning Scheme states at Para 3.5 that a limited amount of student housing can be
accommodated this is not a central goal of the Plan.
An element of student accommodation is considered reasonable given that there is a student
population of 80,000 in the City. There is potential to reduce pressure from student
occupation in the private rental sector, hence freeing up units for other occupants including
existing housing in multiple occupation by students. The fact that there is a substantial
quantum of student accommodation planned or being built in certain parts of the city should
not preclude the accommodation of students within the SDZ as part of a balanced
sustainable community. Text in section 3.5 of the Scheme seeks that any student housing
development should be small in relation to the relevant urban block.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above.
Amend error in text at Para 3.3, Para 2 by replacing “student” with “studio”.

MOTION

1015

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

That the term Student accommodation be changed to Senior Citizen and Supported Living
Reference: IGBHAG submission
Reason: To take into consideration the aging profile and the shortage of senior citizen
supported accommodation
Chief Executive’s Response
The Planning Scheme (Section 3.5 and Objective H1) stresses the need to accommodate a
broad spectrum of homes including single persons, couples, families, students, older
persons and those with disabilities.
The motion implies that student accommodation should be excluded and replaced with and
Senior Citizen and Supported Living.
Section 3.5 also states that any student housing development should be small in relation to
the relevant urban block and take consideration of the need for overall balance. This is
considered reasonable. Accommodation for older people is mentioned in section 3.5 with
reference to the need for overall balance. An element of student accommodation is
considered reasonable given that there is a student population of 80,000 in the City.
The Planning Scheme provides for a wide range of 1 and 2 bed units which could
accommodate senior citizens, and the Part V process allows the Housing Authority to
allocate housing for senior citizens at planning application stage.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above.

MOTION

1016

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

That 3-beds be at 25 per cent minimum; 1-beds at 15 per cent minimum; and 2-beds the
balance. No studio apartments should be permitted.
Reference: IBGHAG
Reason: To ensure that the typography reflects the requirements for sustainable community
development
Chief Executive’s Response
The mix of units in the Planning Scheme has been carefully devised, based on demographic
analysis, and with due consideration to the importance of implementing the recently adopted
housing strategy in the context of the Development Plan. Available evidence points to the
need for a large proportion of 2 bed units, and it remains that the mix sought is appropriate,
as this size of unit caters for a wide range of family needs at different stages in the life cycle.
Typical household composition is changing and 2 bed units often constitute appropriate
family homes in the city context.
No particular evidence is available to suggest that 3 bed provision at 15% minimum, is
insufficient, and applications for a higher percentage will be considered. Studio type units
are allowable under recent legislation.
Research undertaken in the preparation of this Planning Scheme indicates that there is a
high demand for one and two bed units in this part of the city. Shorter term social housing
need figures show a particularly high requirement (over 50%) for one bed units.
Studio units are permissible in managed Build to Rent Schemes, under DOE standards
issued in 2015, in locations such as this. In this Scheme, studios/shared living are confined
to the Build to Rent Schemes, which represent less than 10% of the overall SDZ.
The Planning Scheme does not promote or favour residential development for employees of
any particular tech -companies such as Google, but does seek to achieve a sustainable
balance of residents.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
1.
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above, and because it is
Government Policy.
2.
Amend text in the interests of clarity as follows:
• Table 3.2 replace “% of SDZ Scheme” with “% of Build to Rent Scheme”
• Add to Objective H5 “To avoid domination of any particular unit mix or tenure, any
such build to rent proposal shall be limited to one scheme in the range of 100 -150
units within each urban block, or two schemes up to 300 units max each overall.
• Clarify Table 3.1
vis
2 beds
Balance (up to 60%)

MOTION

1017

Councillor(s)

Kieran Binchy

To increase the mandatory percentage of 3-bedroom apartments to 25%, and to exclude
studio apartments, throughout the residential element of the Plan.
Reason: to ensure the long-term sustainability of the area by providing sufficient and suitable
space for families to remain in the area.
Chief Executive’s Response
The mix of units in the Planning Scheme has been carefully devised, based on demographic
analysis, and with due consideration to the importance of implementing the recently adopted
housing strategy in the context of the Development Plan. Available evidence points to the
need for a large proportion of 2 bed units, and it remains that the mix sought is appropriate,
as this size of unit caters for a wide range of family needs at different stages in the life cycle.
Increasing the 3 bed quantum would result in a very low proportion of 2-beds.
No particular evidence is available to suggest that 3 bed provision at 15% minimum, is
insufficient, and applications for a higher percentage will be considered. Studio type units
are allowable under recent legislation and cannot be precluded.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above.

MOTION

1018

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

That the current mix of units be reviewed to reduce the number of studios and one bed
apartments, and to increase the number of 2 bed, 3 bed and family size homes.
Reason:
The SDZ aims to develop a sustainable neighbourhood. However the current
proposed mix of studio, 1 bed and 2 bed units risks an over concentration of high cost rental
apartments which is not conducive to creating a new sustainable neighbourhood in the City.
There is emergency accommodation it is evident that more long term sustainable family size
homes are required in the SDZ to alleviate the housing and homeless problem.
Chief Executive’s Response
The mix of units in the Planning Scheme has been carefully devised, based on demographic
analysis, and with due consideration to the importance of implementing the recently adopted
housing strategy in the context of the Development Plan. Available evidence points to the
need for a large proportion of 2 bed units, and it remains that the mix sought is appropriate,
as this size of unit caters for a wide range of family needs at different stages in the life cycle.
No particular evidence is available to suggest that 3 bed provision at 15% minimum, is
insufficient, and applications for a higher percentage will be considered. Studio type units
are allowable under recent legislation and given the content of Table 3.1, studios can
comprise no more than 7.5% of the SDZ scheme. Shorter term social housing need figures
show a particularly high requirement (over 50%) for one bed units and therefore it may be
inappropriate to reduce the one-bed proportion as set out ( 25-30%)
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above.
Clarify Table 3.1

vis

2 beds

Balance (up to 60%)

MOTION

1019

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees
“to amend the Table of housing Units on Page 11. Table 3.1 to read
1 bed units 10-15%
3+ Bed units 15% minimum
2 Bed units Balance”
Reason:
It is in the long term interest of a sustainable community that families and
individuals are encouraged to live there on a long term basis. It is my strong belief that 2 and
2+ Bedroom units will be a major contributor to such sustainability and stability. Based on my
experience as a Public Representative over many years it is also the most sought after form
of accommodation.
Chief Executive’s Response
The mix of units in the Planning Scheme has been carefully devised, based on demographic
analysis, and with due consideration to the importance of implementing the recently adopted
housing strategy in the context of the Development Plan. Available evidence points to the
need for a large proportion of 2 bed units, and it remains that the mix sought is appropriate,
as this size of unit caters for a wide range of family needs at different stages in the life cycle.
Table 3.1 allows for up to 60% 1 bed units.
Studio type units are allowable under recent legislation and research undertaken in the
preparation of this Planning Scheme indicates that there is a high demand for one and two
bed units in this part of the city. Shorter term social housing need figures show a particularly
high requirement (over 50%) for one bed units.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above.
Clarify Table 3.1

vis

2 beds

Balance (up to 60%)

MOTION

1020

Councillor(s)

Eilis Ryan

"It is recognised that, across the city, there is an over-supply of housing which is affordable
only to investors and the wealthiest 20% of households. This is evidenced by the fact that
80% of households in Dublin do not earn enough to qualify for a mortgage for 95% of
houses for sale in the city. It is further evidenced by the fact that private developers have
themselves indicated that the required sale value of a house in order for them to profit is well
in excess of what a majority of households can afford in Dublin.
Therefore, the council does not believe that private housing is capable of delivering a social
mix, as per the Rebuilding Ireland guidelines.
In order to remedy this, the council instructs the manager to amend the Draft Poolbeg West
SDZ to ensure that a mix of incomes is achieved which is reflective of the mix of incomes in
the city and society more broadly.
This should be achieved by developing the site on a not-for-profit and non-commercial basis,
with 100% public, mixed-income housing which will be allocated to ensure an income mix
that reflects the income mix of Dublin city generally."
Chief Executive’s Response
Whilst a significantly different tenure mix was achievable on other City Council sites in the
city, the circumstances (including land ownership) are different in this SDZ. Legal advice
recently received specifically in relation to the Poolbeg West SDZ is that the Council cannot
seek more than the maximum 10% social housing requirement, and must act in accordance
with the Planning Act 2000, as amended, and the Housing Strategy.
The recently issued Chief Executive’s report on submissions suggested the following text at
the end of first para under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 ,p12 and to the
end of Objective H6 (p13), in line with the submission received from the Department of
Housing, Planning, Community & Local Government
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social housing.
In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its housing yield should
be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average industrial wages.

Mindful of the legal situation, the matter of social/affordable housing has since been
reviewed. It remains the case that 10% social housing is the maximum that can be legally
required in accordance with legislation. Any opportunity to provide additional
social/affordable housing, i.e. over this 10% requirement, can only happen by way of
agreement between Dublin City Council, the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and
Local Government, and the beneficial owners of the land, and cannot be required by the
Planning Scheme alone.
In considering the appropriate percentage increase in social/affordable housing, the
Planning Authority must be conscious that too high a percentage would not result in a
socially cohesive neighbourhood in the longer term and could undermine the viability of the
entire development. The City Council’s experience is that large single tenure housing

schemes have failed in the past. However, it is also acknowledged that too low a proportion
of social and/or affordable housing would not result in the desired tenure diversity to achieve
a socially sustainable neighbourhood.
It should also be borne in mind that the planning scheme has been amended to increase the
number of homes from 3000 to 3500 approx which will result in a commensurate increase in
social and affordable housing. It is recommended that these considerations inform the % of
social and/or affordable housing, for final determination at the Council meeting.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.
The following changes are recommended:
Delete the following addition, as recommended on page 14 of the Chief Executive’s report
(relates to end of first paragraph under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 of
the draft scheme);
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social
housing. In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its
housing yield should be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average
industrial wages.
…and replace with the following text in green, such that the first paragraph under heading
social housing provision’ on p 12 of the planning scheme would then read:
“Social housing implementation will be led by Dublin City Council and guided by the content
of the Housing Strategy and current legislation. Housing policy will be implemented by the
Council and where appropriate in collaboration with approved voluntary and cooperative
housing bodies who perform a key role in the provision and management of social housing in
the city.
10% of the housing yield must be delivered as social housing in accordance with the
Planning and Development Act (as amended). In addition to the above, and in order
to ensure a proper and sustainable tenure mix, prior to commencement of
development an agreement will be entered between the Planning Authority, the
Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government, and the beneficial
owners of the land, whereby a further X% of housing yield will be made available for
social and/or affordable housing.
(NOTE X% to be determined at Council Meeting)

MOTION
Councillor(s)

1021
Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees
That in addition to the overall heights as provided for in this SDZ Plan the following would be
permitted in all parts of the SDZ with the exception of the road frontage on to Sean Moore
Road:
“Where an applicant is agreeable to provide an additional 30% of units of Social Housing
and 30% units of Affordable Housing (as defined by the City Council) on an individual floor
above and beyond any other requirement as laid down in the SDZ, provision may be made
for allowing an additional floor in the relevant block”.
Reason: There is a clear local demand and need for Social and Affordable Housing. There is
also a widespread fear of ever higher buildings and a belief as to their unsuitability for
Dublin. This motion reflects a desire to strike a reasonable balance in planning terms with
what are sometimes conflicting community concerns.

Chief Executive’s Response
The Council cannot require anything in excess of 10% social housing. To incentivise
additional social units in this manner would be at odds with the design rationale for the
overall scheme (see also response in chapter 11), and would introduce uncertainty for future
occupiers (in relation to overshadowing etc) in circumstances where there is no right of
appeal.
Whilst a significantly different tenure mix was achievable on other City Council sites in the
city, the circumstances (including land ownership) are different in this SDZ. Legal advice
recently received specifically in relation to the Poolbeg West SDZ is that the Council cannot
seek more than the maximum 10% social housing requirement, and must act in accordance
with the Planning Act 2000, as amended, and the Housing Strategy.
The recently issued Chief Executive’s report on submissions suggested the following text at
the end of first Para under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 ,p12 and to the
end of Objective H6 (p13), in line with the submission received from the Department of
Housing, Planning, Community & Local Government
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social housing.
In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its housing yield should
be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average industrial wages.

Mindful of the legal situation, the matter of social/affordable housing has since been
reviewed. It remains the case that 10% social housing is the maximum that can be legally
required in accordance with legislation. Any opportunity to provide additional
social/affordable housing, i.e. over this 10% requirement, can only happen by way of
agreement between Dublin City Council, the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and
Local Government, and the beneficial owners of the land, and cannot be required by the
Planning Scheme alone.

In considering the appropriate percentage increase in social/affordable housing, the
Planning Authority must be conscious that too high a percentage would not result in a
socially cohesive neighbourhood in the longer term and could undermine the viability of the
entire development. The City Council’s experience is that large single tenure housing
schemes have failed in the past. However, it is also acknowledged that too low a proportion
of social and/or affordable housing would not result in the desired tenure diversity to achieve
a socially sustainable neighbourhood.
It should also be borne in mind that the planning scheme has been amended to increase the
number of homes from 3000 to 3500 approx which will result in a commensurate increase in
social and affordable housing. It is recommended that these considerations inform the % of
social and/or affordable housing, for final determination at the Council meeting.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.
The following changes are recommended:
Delete the following addition, as recommended on page 14 of the Chief Executive’s report
(relates to end of first paragraph under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 of
the draft scheme);
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social
housing. In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its
housing yield should be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average
industrial wages.
…and replace with the following text in green, such that the first paragraph under heading
social housing provision’ on p 12 of the planning scheme would then read:
“Social housing implementation will be led by Dublin City Council and guided by the content
of the Housing Strategy and current legislation. Housing policy will be implemented by the
Council and where appropriate in collaboration with approved voluntary and cooperative
housing bodies who perform a key role in the provision and management of social housing in
the city.
10% of the housing yield must be delivered as social housing in accordance with the
Planning and Development Act (as amended). In addition to the above, and in order
to ensure a proper and sustainable tenure mix, prior to commencement of
development an agreement will be entered between the Planning Authority, the
Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government, and the beneficial
owners of the land, whereby a further X% of housing yield will be made available for
social and/or affordable housing.
(NOTE X% to be determined at Council Meeting)

MOTION
Councillor(s)

1022
Chris Andrews

That special consideration be given to Co-Housing schemes or similar user led initiatives
Reference: IGBHAG submission
Reason: it is the policy of DCC to promote schemes which are developed by the end users
in such a way as to lead to the highest standards of social and environmental sustainability
Chief Executive’s Response
The Planning Scheme stresses the need to provide for a broad spectrum of housing. Para
3.5 states “Innovative housing models such as approved voluntary and co-operative housing
bodies can bring diversity to the new community and will be encouraged”. Objective H7
copper-fastens this approach:“H7 To support and promote the development of a socially balanced community by
encouraging a variety of housing types, tenures and funding models and encourage the
provision of affordable housing within the Scheme and collaborations with approved
voluntary and co-operative housing bodies as appropriate, to be spread across the housing
area”.
The planning scheme fully supports development design to the highest standards of social
and environmental sustainability for all end users.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion noted, matter already addressed in the Planning Scheme.

MOTION

1023

Councillor(s)

Daithí Doolan

Insert the following text at end of first Para under heading ‘social housing provision’ in
section 3.5, p12:
30% of the housing yield of the planning scheme must be delivered as social housing. In
addition a further 20% must be affordable.
Reference: Department of Housing, Planning, Community & Local Government (DHPCLG) &
Sinn Féin submissions.
Reason: Dublin City Council has recently agreed a plan, the Land Initiative, for O’Devaney
Gardens, Oscar Traynor and St. Michael Estate sites. The initiative aims to deliver 30%
social, 20% affordable and 50% private housing on those sites. This could be the basis for a
good mixed tenure on other sites waiting to be delivered in Dublin.
Previous Government’s reports recognised this.
This follows directly from the Government’s emphasis that the housing needs of between a
quarter and one-third of the population will not be met by market provision (DECLG, 2014:
14).
Chief Executive’s Response
Whilst a significantly different tenure mix was achievable on other City Council sites in the
city, the circumstances (including land ownership) are different in this SDZ. Legal advice
recently received specifically in relation to the Poolbeg West SDZ is that the Council cannot
seek more than the maximum 10% social housing requirement, and must act in accordance
with the Planning Act 2000, as amended, and the Housing Strategy.
The recently issued Chief Executive’s report on submissions suggested the following text at
the end of first para under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 ,p12 and to the
end of Objective H6 (p13), in line with the submission received from the Department of
Housing, Planning, Community & Local Government
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social housing.
In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its housing yield should
be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average industrial wages.

Mindful of the legal situation, the matter of social/affordable housing has since been
reviewed. It remains the case that 10% social housing is the maximum that can be legally
required in accordance with legislation. Any opportunity to provide additional
social/affordable housing, i.e. over this 10% requirement, can only happen by way of
agreement between Dublin City Council, the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and
Local Government, and the beneficial owners of the land, and cannot be required by the
Planning Scheme alone.
In considering the appropriate percentage increase in social/affordable housing, the
Planning Authority must be conscious that too high a percentage would not result in a
socially cohesive neighbourhood in the longer term and could undermine the viability of the
entire development. The City Council’s experience is that large single tenure housing
schemes have failed in the past. However, it is also acknowledged that too low a proportion

of social and/or affordable housing would not result in the desired tenure diversity to achieve
a socially sustainable neighbourhood.
It should also be borne in mind that the planning scheme has been amended to increase the
number of homes from 3000 to 3500 approx which will result in a commensurate increase in
social and affordable housing. It is recommended that these considerations inform the % of
social and/or affordable housing, for final determination at the Council meeting.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.
The following changes are recommended:
Delete the following addition, as recommended on page 14 of the Chief Executive’s report
(relates to end of first paragraph under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 of
the draft scheme);
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social
housing. In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its
housing yield should be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average
industrial wages.
…and replace with the following text in green, such that the first paragraph under heading
social housing provision’ on p 12 of the planning scheme would then read:
“Social housing implementation will be led by Dublin City Council and guided by the content
of the Housing Strategy and current legislation. Housing policy will be implemented by the
Council and where appropriate in collaboration with approved voluntary and cooperative
housing bodies who perform a key role in the provision and management of social housing in
the city.
10% of the housing yield must be delivered as social housing in accordance with the
Planning and Development Act (as amended). In addition to the above, and in order
to ensure a proper and sustainable tenure mix, prior to commencement of
development an agreement will be entered between the Planning Authority, the
Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government, and the beneficial
owners of the land, whereby a further X% of housing yield will be made available for
social and/or affordable housing.
(NOTE X% to be determined at Council Meeting)

MOTION

1024

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

To amend Section 3.5, removing the words "Social housing implementation will be led by
Dublin City Council and guided by the content of the housing strategy and current
legislation." And replacing them with the following text:
"Adequate Social Housing in the Poolbeg SDZ is essential for the new neighbourhood to be
successful and for this development to be a part of an improved city. Dublin City Council will
seek for this SDZ a mix of 1/3 social housing, 1/3 affordable and / or cost rental housing and
1/3 private housing"
Planning rationale
Numerous submissions have called for more social housing provision
in this SDZ. Dublin requires at present and will require into the future higher levels of social
housing and affordable housing. Equally improving the social and economic mix of
developments has been shown to produce better outcomes for the developments
themselves and for the city as a whole. This amendment with allow the SDZ to be part of
planning how Dublin city council can meet this demand for social housing, and as such is
required to ensure a well planned city.
Chief Executive’s Response
Whilst a significantly different tenure mix was achievable on other City Council sites in the
city, the circumstances (including land ownership) are different in this SDZ. Legal advice
recently received specifically in relation to the Poolbeg West SDZ is that the Council cannot
seek more than the maximum 10% social housing requirement, and must act in accordance
with the Planning Act 2000, as amended, and the Housing Strategy.
The recently issued Chief Executive’s report on submissions suggested the following text at
the end of first para under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 ,p12 and to the
end of Objective H6 (p13), in line with the submission received from the Department of
Housing, Planning, Community & Local Government
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social housing.
In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its housing yield should
be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average industrial wages.
Mindful of the legal situation, the matter of social/affordable housing has since been
reviewed. It remains the case that 10% social housing is the maximum that can be legally
required in accordance with legislation. Any opportunity to provide additional
social/affordable housing, i.e. over this 10% requirement, can only happen by way of
agreement between Dublin City Council, the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and
Local Government, and the beneficial owners of the land, and cannot be required by the
Planning Scheme alone.
In considering the appropriate percentage increase in social/affordable housing, the
Planning Authority must be conscious that too high a percentage would not result in a
socially cohesive neighbourhood in the longer term and could undermine the viability of the
entire development. The City Council’s experience is that large single tenure housing
schemes have failed in the past. However, it is also acknowledged that too low a proportion

of social and/or affordable housing would not result in the desired tenure diversity to achieve
a socially sustainable neighbourhood.
It should also be borne in mind that the planning scheme has been amended to increase the
number of homes from 3000 to 3500 approx which will result in a commensurate increase in
social and affordable housing. It is recommended that these considerations inform the % of
social and/or affordable housing, for final determination at the Council meeting.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.
The following changes are recommended:
Delete the following addition, as recommended on page 14 of the Chief Executive’s report
(relates to end of first paragraph under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 of
the draft scheme);
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social
housing. In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its
housing yield should be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average
industrial wages.
…and replace with the following text in green, such that the first paragraph under heading
social housing provision’ on p 12 of the planning scheme would then read:
“Social housing implementation will be led by Dublin City Council and guided by the content
of the Housing Strategy and current legislation. Housing policy will be implemented by the
Council and where appropriate in collaboration with approved voluntary and cooperative
housing bodies who perform a key role in the provision and management of social housing in
the city.
10% of the housing yield must be delivered as social housing in accordance with the
Planning and Development Act (as amended). In addition to the above, and in order
to ensure a proper and sustainable tenure mix, prior to commencement of
development an agreement will be entered between the Planning Authority, the
Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government, and the beneficial
owners of the land, whereby a further X% of housing yield will be made available for
social and/or affordable housing.
(NOTE X% to be determined at Council Meeting)

MOTION

1025

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

That the Manager will include an objective to collaborate with the Nimble Spaces
organisation www.nimblespaces.org as an approach to designing for housing for people with
special needs on SDZ site:
Reason: This is a creative and collaborative way to ensure the delivery of suitably designed
housing for people with special needs.

Chief Executive’s Response
It is not appropriate for an SDZ to identify specific groups with the associated exclusion of
other organisations/groups, in order to advance policy. Detailed design is a matter for the
Building Regulations/building code.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above.

MOTION

1026

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

To amend objective H6 to read "H6 To create a socially integrated neighbourhood which
encourages tenure diversity and creates a good mix of housing types integrated into the
area. The required proportion shall be delivered within each large-scale urban block as the
scheme is developed to avoid social segregation, and in accordance with the phasing
programme. "
Planning rationale: This amendment follows a previous amendment to change the social
housing mix in the development referenced elsewhere (section 3.5). Following on from the
amendment to section 3.5 relating to social housing provision, this motion and amendment is
needed to ensure that the SDZ plan is internally consistent in relation to social housing
provision. The amendment to the social housing provision is required as it essential for good
planning. Numerous submissions have called for more a social housing provision in this
SDZ. Dublin requires at present and into the future higher levels of social housing and
affordable housing. Equally improving the social and economic mix of developments has
been shown to produce better outcomes for the developments themselves and for the city as
a whole. Such an amendment with allow the SDZ to be part of planning how Dublin city
council can meet this demand, and as such is required to ensure a well planned city
Chief Executive’s Response
In essence, the motion proposes the omission of a line from H6 which states ‘All social
housing shall be provided or proposed as set out in planning legislation’
Given that the Council cannot require social housing provision above the maximum 10%
(because it would be ultra vires) there is no reason to omit this sentence.
Whilst a significantly different tenure mix was achievable on other City Council sites in the
city, the circumstances (including land ownership) are different in this SDZ. Legal advice
recently received specifically in relation to the Poolbeg West SDZ is that the Council cannot
seek more than the maximum 10% social housing requirement, and must act in accordance
with the Planning Act 2000, as amended, and the Housing Strategy.
The recently issued Chief Executive’s report on submissions suggested the following text at
the end of first para under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 ,p12 and to the
end of Objective H6 (p13), in line with the submission received from the Department of
Housing, Planning, Community & Local Government
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social housing.
In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its housing yield should
be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average industrial wages.

Mindful of the legal situation, the matter of social/affordable housing has since been
reviewed. It remains the case that 10% social housing is the maximum that can be legally
required in accordance with legislation. Any opportunity to provide additional
social/affordable housing, i.e. over this 10% requirement, can only happen by way of
agreement between Dublin City Council, the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and

Local Government, and the beneficial owners of the land, and cannot be required by the
Planning Scheme alone.
In considering the appropriate percentage increase in social/affordable housing, the
Planning Authority must be conscious that too high a percentage would not result in a
socially cohesive neighbourhood in the longer term and could undermine the viability of the
entire development. The City Council’s experience is that large single tenure housing
schemes have failed in the past. However, it is also acknowledged that too low a proportion
of social and/or affordable housing would not result in the desired tenure diversity to achieve
a socially sustainable neighbourhood.
It should also be borne in mind that the planning scheme has been amended to increase the
number of homes from 3000 to 3500 approx which will result in a commensurate increase in
social and affordable housing. It is recommended that these considerations inform the % of
social and/or affordable housing, for final determination at the Council meeting.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.
The following changes are recommended:
Delete the following addition, as recommended on page 14 of the Chief Executive’s report
(relates to end of first paragraph under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 of
the draft scheme);
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social
housing. In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its
housing yield should be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average
industrial wages.
…and replace with the following text in green, such that the first paragraph under heading
social housing provision’ on p 12 of the planning scheme would then read:
“Social housing implementation will be led by Dublin City Council and guided by the content
of the Housing Strategy and current legislation. Housing policy will be implemented by the
Council and where appropriate in collaboration with approved voluntary and cooperative
housing bodies who perform a key role in the provision and management of social housing in
the city.
10% of the housing yield must be delivered as social housing in accordance with the
Planning and Development Act (as amended). In addition to the above, and in order
to ensure a proper and sustainable tenure mix, prior to commencement of
development an agreement will be entered between the Planning Authority, the
Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government, and the beneficial
owners of the land, whereby a further X% of housing yield will be made available for
social and/or affordable housing.
(NOTE X% to be determined at Council Meeting)

MOTION

1027

Councillor(s)

Frank Kennedy

The City Council resolves to substitute the text inserted by the Chief Executive’s Report on
Public Consultation (April 2017) at the end of the first paragraph under the heading “Social
Housing Provision” in Section 3.5 with the following text:
“20% of the housing yield of the planning scheme must be delivered as social housing. An
additional 20% of the housing yield of the planning scheme must be delivered as affordable
housing pursuant to an appropriate affordable housing scheme or schemes.”
Reason:
The biggest crisis Dublin faces today is in housing. In particular, there is a
massive shortage of adequate public housing and adequate affordable housing. The
Poolbeg SDZ offers an opportunity to make a real and lasting difference in resolving this
problem.
Furthermore, the residential development of the SDZ should be carried out in a manner
which has regard to the serious housing issues for the immediately adjacent communities
and in particular the fact that residents who have grown up in these communities, and in
many cases are now raising families of their own here, cannot afford to purchase or rent a
home in this area.
The breakdown of housing proposed in this motion is in the best interests of (a) the
residential community who will inhabit the SDZ, (b) the neighbouring communities there at
present, and (c) the common good.

Chief Executive’s Response
Whilst a significantly different tenure mix was achievable on other City Council sites in the
city, the circumstances (including land ownership) are different in this SDZ. Legal advice
recently received specifically in relation to the Poolbeg West SDZ is that the Council cannot
seek more than the maximum 10% social housing requirement, and must act in accordance
with the Planning Act 2000, as amended, and the Housing Strategy.
The recently issued Chief Executive’s report on submissions suggested the following text at
the end of first para under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 ,p12 and to the
end of Objective H6 (p13), in line with the submission received from the Department of
Housing, Planning, Community & Local Government
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social housing.
In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its housing yield should
be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average industrial wages.

Mindful of the legal situation, the matter of social/affordable housing has since been
reviewed. It remains the case that 10% social housing is the maximum that can be legally
required in accordance with legislation. Any opportunity to provide additional
social/affordable housing, i.e. over this 10% requirement, can only happen by way of
agreement between Dublin City Council, the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and

Local Government, and the beneficial owners of the land, and cannot be required by the
Planning Scheme alone.
In considering the appropriate percentage increase in social/affordable housing, the
Planning Authority must be conscious that too high a percentage would not result in a
socially cohesive neighbourhood in the longer term and could undermine the viability of the
entire development. The City Council’s experience is that large single tenure housing
schemes have failed in the past. However, it is also acknowledged that too low a proportion
of social and/or affordable housing would not result in the desired tenure diversity to achieve
a socially sustainable neighbourhood.
It should also be borne in mind that the planning scheme has been amended to increase the
number of homes from 3000 to 3500 approx which will result in a commensurate increase in
social and affordable housing. It is recommended that these considerations inform the % of
social and/or affordable housing, for final determination at the Council meeting.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.
The following changes are recommended:
Delete the following addition, as recommended on page 14 of the Chief Executive’s report
(relates to end of first paragraph under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 of
the draft scheme);
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social
housing. In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its
housing yield should be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average
industrial wages.
…and replace with the following text in green, such that the first paragraph under heading
social housing provision’ on p 12 of the planning scheme would then read:
“Social housing implementation will be led by Dublin City Council and guided by the content
of the Housing Strategy and current legislation. Housing policy will be implemented by the
Council and where appropriate in collaboration with approved voluntary and cooperative
housing bodies who perform a key role in the provision and management of social housing in
the city.
10% of the housing yield must be delivered as social housing in accordance with the
Planning and Development Act (as amended). In addition to the above, and in order
to ensure a proper and sustainable tenure mix, prior to commencement of
development an agreement will be entered between the Planning Authority, the
Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government, and the beneficial
owners of the land, whereby a further X% of housing yield will be made available for
social and/or affordable housing.
(NOTE X% to be determined at Council Meeting)

MOTION

1028

Councillor(s)

Frank Kennedy

The City Council resolves to insert, immediately after the text inserted by the preceding
motion [the following text:
“For the purposes of the SDZ, a scheme will not be considered to be an affordable scheme if
any participant in such a scheme is required to have an income (per adult person in the
household) in excess of the average industrial wage.”
Reason:
Any scheme which requires participants to have an income (per adult person
in the household) in excess of the average industrial wage simply cannot be considered to
be an affordable housing scheme.

Chief Executive’s Response
Whilst a significantly different tenure mix was achievable on other City Council sites in the
city, the circumstances (including land ownership) are different in this SDZ. Legal advice
recently received specifically in relation to the Poolbeg West SDZ is that the Council cannot
seek more than the maximum 10% social housing requirement, and must act in accordance
with the Planning Act 2000, as amended, and the Housing Strategy.
The recently issued Chief Executive’s report on submissions suggested the following text at
the end of first para under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 ,p12 and to the
end of Objective H6 (p13), in line with the submission received from the Department of
Housing, Planning, Community & Local Government
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social housing.
In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its housing yield should
be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average industrial wages.

Mindful of the legal situation, the matter of social/affordable housing has since been
reviewed. It remains the case that 10% social housing is the maximum that can be legally
required in accordance with legislation. Any opportunity to provide additional
social/affordable housing, i.e. over this 10% requirement, can only happen by way of
agreement between Dublin City Council, the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and
Local Government, and the beneficial owners of the land, and cannot be required by the
Planning Scheme alone.
In considering the appropriate percentage increase in social/affordable housing, the
Planning Authority must be conscious that too high a percentage would not result in a
socially cohesive neighbourhood in the longer term and could undermine the viability of the
entire development. The City Council’s experience is that large single tenure housing
schemes have failed in the past. However, it is also acknowledged that too low a proportion
of social and/or affordable housing would not result in the desired tenure diversity to achieve
a socially sustainable neighbourhood.
It should also be borne in mind that the planning scheme has been amended to increase the
number of homes from 3000 to 3500 approx which will result in a commensurate increase in

social and affordable housing. It is recommended that these considerations inform the % of
social and/or affordable housing, for final determination at the Council meeting.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.
The following changes are recommended:
Delete the following addition, as recommended on page 14 of the Chief Executive’s report
(relates to end of first paragraph under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 of
the draft scheme);
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social
housing. In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its
housing yield should be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average
industrial wages.
…and replace with the following text in green, such that the first paragraph under heading
social housing provision’ on p 12 of the planning scheme would then read:
“Social housing implementation will be led by Dublin City Council and guided by the content
of the Housing Strategy and current legislation. Housing policy will be implemented by the
Council and where appropriate in collaboration with approved voluntary and cooperative
housing bodies who perform a key role in the provision and management of social housing in
the city.
10% of the housing yield must be delivered as social housing in accordance with the
Planning and Development Act (as amended). In addition to the above, and in order
to ensure a proper and sustainable tenure mix, prior to commencement of
development an agreement will be entered between the Planning Authority, the
Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government, and the beneficial
owners of the land, whereby a further X% of housing yield will be made available for
social and/or affordable housing.
(NOTE X% to be determined at Council Meeting)

MOTION

1029

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

That the Chief Executive's recommendation be amended to provide 25% Social, and on an
agreed basis, 25% Affordable.
Reason:
Based on my experience and knowledge of the area this is the minimum
requirement for the area in terms of harmonious and sustainable development of the
community. The Poolbeg area generally represents the last great opportunity to sustain this
long standing Dublin community and ensuring that is remains a welcoming and all embracing
community for residents in the future. Social and Affordable Housing are crucial for this.

Chief Executive’s Response
Whilst a significantly different tenure mix was achievable on other City Council sites in the
city, the circumstances (including land ownership) are different in this SDZ. Legal advice
recently received specifically in relation to the Poolbeg West SDZ is that the Council cannot
seek more than the maximum 10% social housing requirement, and must act in accordance
with the Planning Act 2000, as amended, and the Housing Strategy.
The recently issued Chief Executive’s report on submissions suggested the following text at
the end of first para under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 ,p12 and to the
end of Objective H6 (p13), in line with the submission received from the Department of
Housing, Planning, Community & Local Government
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social housing.
In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its housing yield should
be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average industrial wages.

Mindful of the legal situation, the matter of social/affordable housing has since been
reviewed. It remains the case that 10% social housing is the maximum that can be legally
required in accordance with legislation. Any opportunity to provide additional
social/affordable housing, i.e. over this 10% requirement, can only happen by way of
agreement between Dublin City Council, the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and
Local Government, and the beneficial owners of the land, and cannot be required by the
Planning Scheme alone.
In considering the appropriate percentage increase in social/affordable housing, the
Planning Authority must be conscious that too high a percentage would not result in a
socially cohesive neighbourhood in the longer term and could undermine the viability of the
entire development. The City Council’s experience is that large single tenure housing
schemes have failed in the past. However, it is also acknowledged that too low a proportion
of social and/or affordable housing would not result in the desired tenure diversity to achieve
a socially sustainable neighbourhood.
It should also be borne in mind that the planning scheme has been amended to increase the
number of homes from 3000 to 3500 approx which will result in a commensurate increase in
social and affordable housing. It is recommended that these considerations inform the % of
social and/or affordable housing, for final determination at the Council meeting.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.
The following changes are recommended:
Delete the following addition, as recommended on page 14 of the Chief Executive’s report
(relates to end of first paragraph under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 of
the draft scheme);
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social
housing. In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its
housing yield should be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average
industrial wages.
…and replace with the following text in green, such that the first paragraph under heading
social housing provision’ on p 12 of the planning scheme would then read:
“Social housing implementation will be led by Dublin City Council and guided by the content
of the Housing Strategy and current legislation. Housing policy will be implemented by the
Council and where appropriate in collaboration with approved voluntary and cooperative
housing bodies who perform a key role in the provision and management of social housing in
the city.
10% of the housing yield must be delivered as social housing in accordance with the
Planning and Development Act (as amended). In addition to the above, and in order
to ensure a proper and sustainable tenure mix, prior to commencement of
development an agreement will be entered between the Planning Authority, the
Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government, and the beneficial
owners of the land, whereby a further X% of housing yield will be made available for
social and/or affordable housing.
(NOTE X% to be determined at Council Meeting)

MOTION

1030

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to add the words below too Chapter 3.5 page 12:

"Co-Housing Schemes: Special consideration will be given to co-housing schemes or similar
user-led initiatives. It is the policy of the SDZ to promote schemes which are developed by
the end users in such a way as to lead to the highest standards of social and environmental
sustainability."

Chief Executive’s Response
The Planning Scheme stresses the need to provide for a broad spectrum of housing. Para
3.5 states “Innovative housing models such as approved voluntary and co-operative housing
bodies can bring diversity to the new community and will be encouraged”. Objective H7
copper-fastens this approach:“H7 To support and promote the development of a socially balanced community by
encouraging a variety of housing types, tenures and funding models and encourage the
provision of affordable housing within the Scheme and collaborations with approved
voluntary and co-operative housing bodies as appropriate, to be spread across the housing
area”.
There is no impediment in the planning scheme to development design being informed by
the end users.
Changes now recommended to the social and affordable aspects of the scheme are set out
below

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion noted: matter already addressed in the Planning Scheme.

MOTION

1031

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to include as an objective:
It shall be a priority objective, of this SDZ, to, as far as is practicable, to front load Social and
Affordable Housing into Phase 1 of the scheme.
These are all put forward towards emphasising and facilitating the delivery of appropriate
social and affordable housing for the SDZ in the interests of best planning and community
sustainability, engagement and harmony.

Chief Executive’s Response
The wording of Objective H6 makes it clear that …”the required proportion of social housing
will be delivered within each large scale urban block as the scheme is developed to avoid
social segregation ...”
To frontload all social and affordable type housing into phase 1, which represents one third
of the development, would require a three-fold increase in the concentration of social
housing. Whilst this would accelerate the speed at which such housing would be delivered it
would not be feasible to require the developer/owner to provide 3 times the normal
requirement, whilst other developers/landowners may not need to provide any. It also
contravenes planning policy to counteract undue social segregation.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above.

MOTION

1032

Councillor(s)

John Lyons

People Before Profit motion Section 3.5 of the Chief Executive's Report, "Creating an
inclusive and socially balanced community":
Acknowledging that lack of access to affordable quality homes constitutes a significant crisis
for individuals, couples, families, workers, migrants and communities more generally; aware
also of the worsening homelessness crisis, the stagnant city council housing waiting list and
recent data on rental accommodation which shows that rents now exceed those of 2008,
with a 13% increase in the last year alone, and rejecting also spurious arguments regarding
social mix used to justify the continued failure of the state and its agencies to fund, build and
maintain a stock of good quality public housing,
People Before Profit believes that the Poolbeg SDZ is an opportunity for the State, it various
agencies, and Dublin City Council, to take a more decisive and coordinating role in relation
to housing supply and indeed tackle the failure of Rebuilding Ireland to address the current
crisis with its developer-led, profit-driven reliance on the market; therefore, we call for the
site to be developed to ensure 50% social housing, 40% ‘affordable cost rental’ – publicly
built and owned housing stock but operated on a commercial basis and available to those
currently priced out of the market who cannot qualify for social housing support – and 10%
publicly built dwellings to be sold on the private market at affordable prices, i.e. accessible to
those earning the average industrial wage, with the monies received from the sale of the
private dwellings ring-fenced for the future needs of the development; this will provide for
sustainable, affordable and high-quality housing stock with a choice for different households
and thus achieve a key objective of the Poolbeg SDZ plan, namely that “the planned
residential element of the scheme should provide for a broad spectrum of residents in
recognition of the demand and also to encourage the development of a sustainable
residential community".

Chief Executive’s Response
Whilst a significantly different tenure mix was achievable on other City Council sites in the
city, the circumstances (including land ownership) are different in this SDZ. Legal advice
recently received specifically in relation to the Poolbeg West SDZ is that the Council cannot
seek more than the maximum 10% social housing requirement, and must act in accordance
with the Planning Act 2000, as amended, and the Housing Strategy.
The recently issued Chief Executive’s report on submissions suggested the following text at
the end of first para under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 ,p12 and to the
end of Objective H6 (p13), in line with the submission received from the Department of
Housing, Planning, Community & Local Government
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social housing.
In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its housing yield should
be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average industrial wages.
Mindful of the legal situation, the matter of social/affordable housing has since been
reviewed. It remains the case that 10% social housing is the maximum that can be legally
required in accordance with legislation. Any opportunity to provide additional

social/affordable housing, i.e. over this 10% requirement, can only happen by way of
agreement between Dublin City Council, the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and
Local Government, and the beneficial owners of the land, and cannot be required by the
Planning Scheme alone.
In considering the appropriate percentage increase in social/affordable housing, the
Planning Authority must be conscious that too high a percentage would not result in a
socially cohesive neighbourhood in the longer term and could undermine the viability of the
entire development. The City Council’s experience is that large single tenure housing
schemes have failed in the past. However, it is also acknowledged that too low a proportion
of social and/or affordable housing would not result in the desired tenure diversity to achieve
a socially sustainable neighbourhood.
It should also be borne in mind that the planning scheme has been amended to increase the
number of homes from 3000 to 3500 approx which will result in a commensurate increase in
social and affordable housing. It is recommended that these considerations inform the % of
social and/or affordable housing, for final determination at the Council meeting.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.
The following changes are recommended:
Delete the following addition, as recommended on page 14 of the Chief Executive’s report
(relates to end of first paragraph under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 of
the draft scheme);
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social
housing. In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its
housing yield should be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average
industrial wages.
…and replace with the following text in green, such that the first paragraph under heading
social housing provision’ on p 12 of the planning scheme would then read:
“Social housing implementation will be led by Dublin City Council and guided by the content
of the Housing Strategy and current legislation. Housing policy will be implemented by the
Council and where appropriate in collaboration with approved voluntary and cooperative
housing bodies who perform a key role in the provision and management of social housing in
the city.
10% of the housing yield must be delivered as social housing in accordance with the
Planning and Development Act (as amended). In addition to the above, and in order
to ensure a proper and sustainable tenure mix, prior to commencement of
development an agreement will be entered between the Planning Authority, the
Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government, and the beneficial
owners of the land, whereby a further X% of housing yield will be made available for
social and/or affordable housing.
(NOTE X% to be determined at Council Meeting)

MOTION

1033

Councillor(s)

Sonya Stapleton

That 50 percent housing on the IGB site should be purchased by Housing bodies, Dublin
City council and the government for social/affordable housing and 50 percent left for private
housing.
The Government have confirmed that there is money to take people out of homelessness,
AHB and DCC could also be part of the solution to this problem, while also providing
affordable housing for the people of Ringsend.
Chief Executive’s Response
Dublin City Council does not have ownership of the land and therefore the Council cannot
insist on the proportion of land which is used for these purposes as set out in the motion.
The draft scheme works with available legislation to encourage a sustainable and balanced
community in the area.
Whilst a significantly different tenure mix was achievable on other City Council sites in the
city, the circumstances (including land ownership) are different in this SDZ. Legal advice
recently received specifically in relation to the Poolbeg West SDZ is that the Council cannot
seek more than the maximum 10% social housing requirement, and must act in accordance
with the Planning Act 2000, as amended, and the Housing Strategy.
The recently issued Chief Executive’s report on submissions suggested the following text at
the end of first para under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 ,p12 and to the
end of Objective H6 (p13), in line with the submission received from the Department of
Housing, Planning, Community & Local Government
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social housing.
In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its housing yield should
be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average industrial wages.

Mindful of the legal situation, the matter of social/affordable housing has since been
reviewed. It remains the case that 10% social housing is the maximum that can be legally
required in accordance with legislation. Any opportunity to provide additional
social/affordable housing, i.e. over this 10% requirement, can only happen by way of
agreement between Dublin City Council, the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and
Local Government, and the beneficial owners of the land, and cannot be required by the
Planning Scheme alone.
In considering the appropriate percentage increase in social/affordable housing, the
Planning Authority must be conscious that too high a percentage would not result in a
socially cohesive neighbourhood in the longer term and could undermine the viability of the
entire development. The City Council’s experience is that large single tenure housing
schemes have failed in the past. However, it is also acknowledged that too low a proportion
of social and/or affordable housing would not result in the desired tenure diversity to achieve
a socially sustainable neighbourhood.
It should also be borne in mind that the planning scheme has been amended to increase the
number of homes from 3000 to 3500 approx which will result in a commensurate increase in

social and affordable housing. It is recommended that these considerations inform the % of
social and/or affordable housing, for final determination at the Council meeting.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.
The following changes are recommended:
Delete the following addition, as recommended on page 14 of the Chief Executive’s report
(relates to end of first paragraph under heading ‘social housing provision’ in section 3.5 of
the draft scheme);
10% of the housing yield of the planning scheme area must be delivered as social
housing. In addition, and on an agreed basis, delivery of up to another 10% of its
housing yield should be accessible (in economic terms) for households on average
industrial wages.
…and replace with the following text in green, such that the first paragraph under heading
social housing provision’ on p 12 of the planning scheme would then read:
“Social housing implementation will be led by Dublin City Council and guided by the content
of the Housing Strategy and current legislation. Housing policy will be implemented by the
Council and where appropriate in collaboration with approved voluntary and cooperative
housing bodies who perform a key role in the provision and management of social housing in
the city.
10% of the housing yield must be delivered as social housing in accordance with the
Planning and Development Act (as amended). In addition to the above, and in order
to ensure a proper and sustainable tenure mix, prior to commencement of
development an agreement will be entered between the Planning Authority, the
Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government, and the beneficial
owners of the land, whereby a further X% of housing yield will be made available for
social and/or affordable housing.
(NOTE X% to be determined at Council Meeting)

MOTION

1034

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

That the word ‘Student’ be removed
Reference: IGBHAG submission
Reason: The development of student is not required or in the interests of sustainable
community development

Chief Executive’s Response
Dublin City Council encourages balanced community development in the scheme, and
students can form part of this. A limited amount of student accommodation is considered
reasonable given that there is a student population of 80,000 in the city and that this
professionally managed model can release existing student housing in multiple occupancy
for family housing. It should be noted that text in section 3.5 seeks that any student housing
development should be small in relation to the relevant urban block and take consideration
of the need for overall balance. This is considered reasonable

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above.

MOTION

1035

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

That the Public Realm should be managed by DCC
Reference: IGBHAG submission
Reason: so as not to increase the layers of bureaucracy

Chief Executive’s Response
A public realm Masterplan will be prepared for the area within one year of the publication of
the Planning Scheme in accordance with objective PR1 in chapter 10, based on Dublin City
Council’s Public Realm Strategy. In addition, Objective PR4 states “that all public realm
areas are designed and built to DCC “taking in charge” standards, and are publicly
accessible at all times.
Objective H4 relates to the desire to achieve quality in those spaces both within and
between housing developments – such as courtyards and communal spaces. These are not
all publicly accessible areas that would be taken in charge and hence would not all be
managed by Dublin City Council.
In relation to public streets and spaces, many of these will be over basement parking areas
and it would not be feasible for the City Council to take in charge and manage them.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above.
Insert text in PR4
That all public realm areas are designed and built to Dublin City
Council Taking in Charge standards in accordance with the Public Realm Masterplan

MOTION

1036

Councillor

Chris Andrews

That ‘Build to rent and studio accommodation” be removed
Reference: IGBHAG
Reason: Does not lend itself to sustainable community development
Chief Executive’s Response
Build to rent schemes are professionally managed by companies taking a long term view of
the market. The scale of build to rent developments envisaged, as set out in text at section
3.3 of the planning scheme is relatively small. A maximum of 4 x 150 unit developments
would be allowed, with each of the four schemes being located in each of the 4 large
development blocks to avoid overconcentration. Within these schemes, a maximum of 50%
one beds/studios/shared living can be provided. This 50%, if it was realised as studio
apartments only, would represent less than 10% of the overall scheme. This is considered
reasonable as part of a sustainable residential area.
Studio type units are allowable under recent legislation and Dublin City Council cannot
change this.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above and overall would be contrary to
Government Policy.

MOTION

1037

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

Social and affordable housing will be front loaded into Phase 1 of the scheme
Reference: IGBHAG submission
Reason: To address the social and affordable housing lists

Chief Executive’s Response
The wording of Objective H6 makes it clear that …”the required proportion of social housing
will be delivered within each large scale urban block as the scheme is developed to avoid
social segregation ...”
To frontload all social and affordable type housing into phase 1, which represents one third
of the development, would require a three-fold increase in the concentration of social
housing. Whilst this would accelerate the speed at which such housing would be delivered it
would not be feasible to require the developer/owner to provide 3 times the normal
requirement, whilst other developers/landowners may not need to provide any. It also
contravenes planning policy to counteract undue social segregation.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above.

MOTION

1038

Councillor(s)

Kieran Binchy

Objective H4
To ensure that public spaces and the public realm are managed by Dublin City Council
Reason: to avoid the privatisation of public spaces and to ensure consistency in the public
realm across the scheme

Chief Executive’s Response
A public realm Masterplan will be prepared for the area within one year of the publication of
the Planning Scheme in accordance with objective PR1 in chapter 10, based on Dublin City
Council’s Public Realm Strategy. In addition, Objective PR4 states “that all public realm
areas are designed and built to DCC “taking in charge” standards, and are publicly
accessible at all times.
Objective H4 relates to the desire to achieve quality in those spaces both within and
between housing developments – such as courtyards and communal spaces. These are not
all publicly accessible areas that would be taken in charge and hence would not all be
managed by Dublin City Council.
In relation to public streets and spaces, many of these will be over basement parking areas
and it would not be feasible for the City Council to take in charge and manage them.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above.
Insert text in PR4
That all public realm areas are designed and built to Dublin City
Council Taking in Charge standards in accordance with the Public Realm Masterplan

MOTION

1039

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

That the Manager will include an objective to collaborate with the organisation ABCD (Artist
Building Cooperative) a group of 23 Irish Artists who will contribute to solving the housing
and studio problems of artists in Dublin by building their own as an approach to designing
houses and studio space in the SDZ.
Reason: This is a creative and collaborative way to ensure the delivery of suitably designed
housing and studio space for artists.
Chief Executive’s Response
Text in section 3.5 of the scheme states “….approved voluntary and cooperative housing
bodies can bring diversity to the new community and will be encouraged”. There is no
impediment to cooperative approaches provided other requirements of the planning scheme
(or where relevant, standards in the development plan) are complied with.
The SDZ is however not the appropriate document for referencing individual groups and
therefore an objective with specific reference to one group to the exclusion of others is not
recommended
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above. Refer to Arts, Culture and
Recreation SPC.

Chapter 4
Community Development

MOTION

1040

Councillor

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees
That due protection is given to the 1st Port Dublin Scout Den that, while technically outside
the SDZ, area will be seriously impacted by development in the area and that the Council
commits to ensuring an enhanced Scouting facility in the event that their existing Scout Den
is required or is impacted on negatively by the implementation of the Plan.
Reason: The Scout Den is in the vicinity of the SDZ while just outside the actual SDZ area.
The Scout Group provides important local services which will be even more needed with the
rise in population planned. It is important that provision be made for this and that the Scout
Group should not suffer in any way because of the physical location of their property.

Chief Executive’s Response
Due protection will be given to the 1st Port Dublin Scout Den and other existing
developments in close proximity to the SDZ during implementation stage of the planning
scheme. The Development Agency will ensure that proposed developments in the SDZ will
not negatively impact existing developments in the area (see environmental assessments
reports for the draft planning scheme). Any road proposals which impact on the Scout Den
will be subject to a separate part 8 process. With regards to an enhanced scouting facility,
the 1st Port Dublin Scout Den can avail of the different grants available to improve
community services in the area.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is noted – due protection will be given to existing community facilities outside SDZ.

MOTION
Councillor

1041
(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to include the following in the Poolbeg SDZ Plan:
“A Consultative Forum comprising local elected Councillors and other local community
interests from the Sandymount, Irishtown and Ringsend area will be established to engage
in an ongoing monitoring and advisory body for the lifetime of the implementation of the
Plan.”
Reason: This is to ensure ongoing engagement with the local community of interests for the
better implementation of the Plan.

Chief Executive’s Response
The recent establishment of the Docklands Oversight and Consultative Forum (who’s remit
is the entire Docklands area, including Poolbeg West) as a committee of Dublin City Council
will play a key role in ensuring that Council services deliver within the area to support this
Planning Scheme and also provides a mechanism for reporting back to the community. With
Poolbeg West falling under the jurisdiction of this recently established consultative forum a
separate forum for Poolbeg West is not necessary.
In addition to the above, Dublin City Local Community Development Committee is already in
place to bring a more joined-up approach to local and community development activity in the
City and to implement the community element of the Local Economic and Community Plan.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion not Agreed for planning reasons above.

MOTION

1042

Councillor(s)

Daithí Doolan

Include the following text in a new Objective, CD6, p18
CD7 To improve the quality of live for residents in the area and surrounding communities by
implementing the actions of the Local Economic Community Plan.
Reference to Sinn Féin submission, Conclusion, p8.
Reason: The LECP is a statutory 6 year plan, referenced in Dublin City Council’s City
Chief Executive’s Response
Dublin City Council is already implementing the goals set out in the city Local Economic and
Community Plan 2016-2021 including actions for the Poolbeg West area. Dublin City Local
Community Development Committee is in place to implement the Local Economic and
Community Plan. The goals of the Local Economic and Community Plan for Dublin City is
already included in objectives of the draft plan in chapter 3 – H1 & H6, chapter 4 – CD5,
CD6, CD7 & CD8, chapter 5 – EC1 to EC9, chapter 6 – MV1 to MV9, chapter 7 – IU5 & IU6,
chapter 8 – GI1 to GI8. The motion to add a new objective to implement Local Economic
and Community Plan is, on the face of it, unnecessary. However, there is no objection to
adding it in this specific case.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation

Motion Agreed as amended.
Insert new objective
To improve the quality of life for residents in the area and surrounding communities
by implementing the relevant actions of the Local Economic Community Plan.”

MOTION

1043

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to delete the word “a” and insert the word “the” in front of
“existing Community Centre” Line 1 Page 18 Chapter 4 – Community Development.
Reason: This emphasises the central role that the existing Community Centre which is due
to be significantly upgraded should be enabled play in integrating the new and existing
communities which is a positive for good sustainable planning
Chief Executive’s Response
The central role that the existing community centre plays is emphasised in the Community
Development Chapter of the draft plan and also reinforced in objective CD2 “To support and
promote the continued role of the Ringsend and Irishtown Community Centre as the primary
community resource centre that will serve the Planning Scheme area and also St. Andrew’s
Resource Centre as a provider of significant community facilities and supporting resources
accessible to the SDZ and integrated with the wider community”. The motion to delete the
word “a” and replace with “the” in front of “existing Community Centre” Line 1 Page 18
Chapter 4 – Community Development, in the chief executive’s report is reasonable
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is Agreed, amend first paragraph of the chief executive’s report, Chapter 4, Summary
of Issues.
The planning scheme should be integrated into the existing neighbourhood and a the
community centre is critical to the success of the SDZ

MOTION

1044

Councillor(s)

Daithí Doolan

Insert the following text in a new 6th bullet point in section 4.4.2, p15:
Employment opportunities aimed at reducing long term unemployment and youth
unemployment.
Reference: Sinn Fein submission, p7, Social Clause.
Reason: The Government “Planning Policy Statement 2015” states that the Irish planning
process will facilitate sustainable job creation and enable urban regeneration and strengthen
the continued vitality of existing communities. (Department of Environment, Planning & Local
Government, 2015).

Chief Executive’s Response
The Chief Executive agrees with motion to add new bullet point in Section 4.4.2. It is also the
objective of the draft planning scheme to maximise educational opportunities, to support
access to employment and maximise employment for all ages in Poolbeg and surrounding
area. See objectives EC10 and EC11 of the draft planning scheme.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is Agreed
Insert new bullet point after the fifth bullet point in Section 4.4.2
•

Employment opportunities aimed at reducing long term unemployment and
youth unemployment.

MOTION

1045

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

Building communities - objective
That existing community services are sufficiently funded and resourced to ensure that they
are able to meet with the increased demand for community services when the new Poolbeg
development is being constructed and also when it is complete
Reference Sinn Fein submission and RICC submission
Reason; So existing services are not under resourced at time when they will be facing
greater demand and challenges with the development of the Poolbeg community

Chief Executive’s Response
The existing community services in the Poolbeg West SDZ are funded by Dublin City
Council under the Community Grant Scheme and the National Government. The Community
Grants Scheme run on an annual basis and support community groups with their activities
and projects by promoting participation and involvement in the city. There is additional
funding available for existing community services in the SDZ under the Dublin Waste to
Energy Community Gain projects Grant Scheme. With regards to increased demand for
community services as a direct result from the development of the SDZ, more funding will be
available through development contributions. (See 12.4 of the Planning Scheme)
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is noted
The matter raised is addressed in the existing objectives CD1 – CD4 and Section 12 of the
Draft Planning Scheme

MOTION

1046

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

To reject the Managers proposed amendment to CD8 and to amend CD8 to the following:
CD8: To require all residential and commercial developments over 50 residential units /
5,000m2 provide 5% for social, cultural, creative and artistic purposes in the SDZ. This
space can be provided in tandem with artistic, creative and cultural needs identified through
community audits to achieve viable economies of scale. Each block Masterplan/application
will need to demonstrate how this is being incorporated.
Planning reason: There is a deficit of social, cultural, creative and artistic space in the city,
particularly work spaces for these sectors. As we create a new mixed use neighbourhood in
the City by developing the SDZ, we have an opportunity to address this growing issue by
ensuring developers contribute to the community, artistic, creative and cultural needs of the
wider City within the SDZ, in addition to the 5% allocation for the Docklands area.
Chief Executive’s Response
The matter raised in the motion is addressed in section 9.3 of the draft planning scheme.
Social, cultural, creative and artistic spaces in the SDZ can be achieved through existing or
other planned community spaces within and close to the SDZ, subject to the approval of
Dublin City Council.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is Agreed as amended
Amend CD8 to
To require all developments over 50 residential units/5000m2 provide the provision of
social, cultural, creative and artistic purposes in the SDZ to that contribute to the 5%
allocation of such spaces in the docklands area. Each block Masterplan/application
needs to demonstrate how this is being incorporated. This space can be provided in
tandem with community needs identified through community audits (see CD 9 below) to
achieve viable economies of scale. The space can also be achieved through existing or
other planned community spaces within and close to the SDZ, subject to the approval of
Dublin City Council. Public sculpture is also promoted in appropriate locations.

MOTION

1047

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

To accept the Managers recommendation to include the following:

Developers to consult with the Arts Office of Dublin City Council, Local Communities and
residents in developing the social, cultural, creative and artistic needs of the SDZ.
Chief Executive’s Response
Motion is agreed (i.e. final recommendation as set out in the Chief Executive’s report on
submissions, p20)

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is Agreed

Chapter 5
Economy & Employment

Motion

1048

Councillor(s)

Cllr. Daithí Doolan

Section 5.4.4 Locally-Focused Employment and Training
To include the following paragraph in section 5.4.4, p22
“Dublin City Council will assist, through the Local Community Development Committee, in
the coordination of training, education and provision of employment aimed at tackling long
term unemployment and youth unemployment.”
Reference to Sinn Féin submission, Social Clause, p7.
Reason: Goal 8 of the LECP is to promote access to education, training and developmental
opportunities leading to a culture of lifelong learning and an appropriately qualified and
skilled workforce. The LCDC is established, under government legislation to co-ordinate,
develop, implement and monitor the LECP.
Chief Executive’s Response
Objective CD7 states ‘To coordinate, with other agencies, on the continued support for and
enhancement of youth and senior citizen services in the local area for inclusive and
integrated communities’.
Objective EC10 and EC11 promote access to education, training and developmental
opportunities leading to a culture of lifelong learning and an appropriately qualified and
skilled workforce. These state:
“EC10: to liaise with agencies and organisations working in the Poolbeg/Ringsend area to
maximise educational opportunities and support access to employment for local residents of
Poolbeg and the surrounding area”
“EC11
to facilitate agencies and organisations, in particular those engaged in
employment and training initiatives in Poolbeg, to work together in a co-ordinated manner in
order to maximise employment, volunteer and training opportunities for residents of all ages
in Poolbeg and the surrounding area”
Whilst the above make an important contribution to addressing the motion, and are in
operation in the existing North Lotts/Grand Canal Dock SDZ, there is no objection to adding
the text of the motion to Section 5.4.4.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion agreed.
Add text in section 5.4.4, final sentence, as follows

Dublin City Council will assist, through the Local Community Development
Committee, in the coordination of training, education and provision of employment
aimed at tackling long term unemployment and youth unemployment.”

Motion

1049

Councillor(s)

Cllr. Daithí Doolan

Economy & Employment Objectives
To insert the following text for a new Objective, EC2, p22.
“To relocate the proposed commercial buffer adjacent to South Bank Road so it is parallel
with the River Liffey.”
Reference: submission by Brendan Buck, Rushfleet Ltd.
Reason: The use of South Bank Road’s position and alignment as the basis for the location
of the buffer should be disregarded as it has no basis in land use planning terms. The
commercial buffer should instead be provided on a north-south and east-west axis and
should act as a buffer of commercial and mixed use development in a block layout form in
area B1. The movement of the buffer zone to North of Southbank Road increases the
residential capacity for areas A1 and A2.
Chief Executive’s Response
The commercial/office buffer zone is specifically included in the SDZ scheme to provide a
“shield” of buildings along South Bank Road between the residential areas to the south and
the industrial port related area to the north.
Issues regarding the location of the ‘Buffer Zone’ and the use of the Rushfleet site for
commercial/office use purposes are discussed in the Chief Executive’s Report (Chapter 9).
It was noted in the Report that the relocation of the buffer zone to the north would conflict
with the Key Principles of the SDZ as designated by Government, notably Section 2.4.2 as it
would compromise the ‘Intrinsic Operations of the Port and Municipal Facilities’ by
substantially reducing the area of land available for port related activities. The 2017 Review
of the Masterplan Dublin Port Company Masterplan 2012-2040 proposes that much of this
area will be used as a Ro-Ro (Roll on – Roll off) storage facility, and the Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) states that the Rushfleet site is poorly suited for
residential development.
The location of the ‘Buffer Zone’ was guided by an analysis process (the outcome of which is
illustrated in Figure 2.1 Concept Plan). To further clarify and illustrate this process the Chief
Executive’s Report (Chapter 11) suggested that an additional diagram, titled ‘Formation of
the Urban Structure’ be added to the Draft SDZ Planning Scheme outlining how the overall
layout was formed.
The proposed relocation of the buffer zone to the north would:
•
•
•

Shift the substantial quantum of commercial development proposed within the Draft
SDZ Planning Scheme into lands under the ownership of Dublin Port, and undermine
Dublin Ports operations and growth.
Conflict with Dublin Ports Masterplan
Result in the western and southern portions of the Buffer being located within the
South Port Access Road/Eastern By-Pass Corridor reservation, with the result that
there may be no building to act as a buffer.

It is unlikely that the 80,000-100,000sqm of commercial development proposed within the
SDZ Planning Scheme could be delivered in these circumstances and will result in a poorly
delivered scheme. The failure to deliver the ‘Commercial Buffer’ and the associated the built
or ‘shield’ element will result in further conflicts with the Key Principles of the SDZ, notably
Section 2.4.2 notably Section 2.3.1 ‘Create a Sustainable Neighbourhood’ and Section 2.4.3
‘Protect and Enhance the Amenity of Residents’

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reason outlined in CE response.

Motion

1050

Councillor(s)

Cllr. Daithí Doolan

Economy & Employment Objectives
To include a Social Clause in any contracts during the development of the SDZ. This will
ensure a positive legacy long after the development is over. A Social Clause is a legal
requirement within a procurement contract which stipulates that the contract must provide
added social value. Dublin City Council has a central role on promoting social clauses and
community gain. Under the Local Government Act of Ireland 2001, Dublin City Council has
general powers of competence and specifically the power to enter contracts. The general
functions of local authorities specified in section 62 of the Act include taking such action as
they consider necessary or desirable to promote the community interest.
Reference: Sinn Féin submission, Social Clause, p7.
Reason: The Social Clause is a tool to target jobs, training and recruitment at long term
unemployed, young people and vulnerable people. Procurement is an opportunity to
implement a policy of social inclusion through the inclusion of contract clauses that will
benefit the community.
Socially Responsible Procurement: procurement that take into account Social
Considerations such as employment opportunities, decent work, compliance with social and
labour rights, social inclusion, equal opportunities, accessibility design for all, sustainability,
including ethical trade issues and wider voluntary compliance with corporate social
responsibility (CSR). (European Commission, 2010)
Chief Executive’s Response
The motion refers to powers available to Local Authorities. However the SDZ is restricted to
planning functions as set out in legislation. Existing Objectives EC10 and EC11 promote
access to education, training and developmental opportunities leading to a culture of lifelong
learning and an appropriately qualified and skilled workforce. These state:
“EC10:
to liaise with agencies and organisations working in the Poolbeg/Ringsend
area to maximise educational opportunities and support access to employment for local
residents of Poolbeg and the surrounding area”
“EC11:
to facilitate agencies and organisations, in particular those engaged in
employment and training initiatives in Poolbeg, to work together in a co-ordinated manner in
order to maximise employment, volunteer and training opportunities for residents of all ages
in Poolbeg and the surrounding area”
The above are adequate to ensure access to education, training and employment for the
residents of Poolbeg and surrounding areas and are in operation in the North Lotts/Grand
Canal Dock SDZ. Other community development objectives are set out in chapter 4.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion not agreed. Not a matter for the SDZ Planning Scheme.

Motion

1051

Councillor(s)

Cllr. Daithí Doolan

Economy & Employment Objectives
To insert the following text for a new Objective, EC13, in Chapter 5, Economy &
Employment.
“EC13 To facilitate agencies and industries, in particular Dublin Port Company and the film
industry, to work together in a coordinated and supportive manner to develop a film studio on
B2.”
Reference: Submission from Tom Phillips & Associates.
Reason: B2 is zoned Z14 which allows for the development of a film studio. A film studio
would integrate well into the residential area and have a positive impact by way of attracting
investment and providing jobs. A film studio on B2 will not compete with housing. The
development of a film studio would enable the development of a sustainable quarter where
people can both live and work. There is sufficient land available in B2 for the development of
a film studio while also allowing current industry to continue on that piece of land.

Chief Executive’s Response
Issues regarding the provision of a film and TV studio are addressed in the Chief Executive’s
Report (Chapters 5 and 9). The Report notes that the priority for development within the
SDZ is for housing (and complementary commercial, community and retail uses) and port
related activities. The provision of a Film Studio is a permissible use under the Z14 Zoning
Objective, as Industry (light) or Media-associated uses, depending the form and/or scale of
any such proposal. Should the Port Company make lands available for such a use it could
be accepted in principle, and subject to the appropriate assessment process. Accordingly,
the potential for media related development is acknowledged as per the Chief Executive’s
Recommendation for the inclusion of the following additional text in section 5.4.2:
“Dublin City Council supports uses associated with media/digital media and film production.
There may be an opportunity for these Dublin City Council will actively engage with all
the relevant stakeholders to explore the opportunity for a Film Studio and associated
uses to locate within the proposed SDZ commensurate with the need to first and foremost
maximise housing delivery and secure the strategic development of Dublin Port as Irelands
most strategic and largest port”
To ensure the SDZ document is as concise and clear as possible, it is recommended that
the spirit of the motion be incorporated into the already recommended text at 5.4.2.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is agreed as amended to read:
“Dublin City Council supports uses associated with media/digital media and film production.
There may be an opportunity for these Dublin City Council will actively engage with all
the relevant stakeholders to explore the opportunity for a Film Studio and associated
uses to locate within the proposed SDZ commensurate with the need to first and foremost

maximise housing delivery and secure the strategic development of Dublin Port as Irelands
most strategic and largest port”

Motion

1052

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

To reject the Managers recommendation to amend paragraph 5.4.2 of the draft:
Reason: To actively support the development of a film, TV and digital content studio as a
catalyst for the regeneration of Poolbeg West, to generate employment, to promote tourism
in the area and to support and recognise our success in this industry and our wider creative
culture both nationally and internationally.
Chief Executive’s Response
Issues regarding the provision of a film and TV studio are addressed in the Chief Executive’s
Report (Chapters 5 and 9). The Report notes that the priority for development within the
SDZ is for housing (and complementary commercial, community and retail uses) and port
related activities. The provision of a Film Studio is a permissible use under the Z14 Zoning
Objective, as Industry (light) or Media-associated uses, depending the form and/or scale of
any such proposal. Should the Port Company make lands available for such a use it could
be accepted in principle, and subject to the appropriate assessment process. Accordingly,
the potential for media related development is acknowledged as per the Chief Executive’s
Recommendation for the inclusion of the following additional text in section 5.4.2:
“There may be an opportunity for these and associated uses to locate within the proposed
SDZ commensurate with the need to first and foremost maximise housing delivery and
secure the strategic development of Dublin Port as Ireland’s most strategic and largest
port.”
Whilst the Council cannot actively support the development of a film, TV and digital content
studio, it is however possible to engage with stakeholders to explore the opportunity for a
Film Studio and associated uses within the proposed SDZ. commensurate with the need to
first and foremost maximise housing delivery and secure the strategic development of Dublin
Port as Irelands most strategic and largest port. On this basis, text can be amended.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion not agreed for planning reason above.
Text recommended in Chief Executive’s report (relating to S 5.4.2, p 21) with further
recommendation in this report to be modified as follows:
“Dublin City Council supports uses associated with media/digital media and film production.
There may be an opportunity for these Dublin City Council will actively engage with all
the relevant stakeholders to explore the opportunity for a Film Studio and associated
uses to locate within the proposed SDZ commensurate with the need to first and foremost
maximise housing delivery and secure the strategic development of Dublin Port as Irelands
most strategic and largest port”

Motion

1053

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

Economy & Employment Objectives
In support of the many submissions relating to the provision of media sector specific
developments, that the Manager as part of the proposed material amendments to the Draft
Poolbeg West SDZ Planning Scheme includes a specific objective for the provision of a film,
TV and digital content productions studios, designates the area identified as “B2” for such a
facility and that Dublin City Council will proactively work with the landowners, including
Dublin Port, to realise the potential for media related development, in particular the
development of film studio on the site.
Reason:
To actively support the development of a film, TV and digital content
studio as a catalyst for the regeneration of Poolbeg West, to generate employment, to
promote tourism in the area and to support and recognise our success in this industry and
our wider creative culture both nationally and internationally.
Chief Executive’s Response
Issues regarding the provision of a film and TV studio are addressed in the Chief Executive’s
Report (Chapters 5 and 9). The Report notes that the priority for development within the
SDZ is for housing (and complementary commercial, community and retail uses) and port
related activities. The provision of a Film Studio is a permissible use under the Z14 Zoning
Objective, as Industry (light) or Media-associated uses, depending the form and/or scale of
any such proposal. Should the Port Company make lands available for such a use it could
be accepted in principle, and subject to the appropriate assessment process. Accordingly,
the potential for media related development is acknowledged as per the Chief Executive’s
Recommendation for the inclusion of the following additional text in section 5.4.2:
“There may be an opportunity for these and associated uses to locate within the proposed
SDZ commensurate with the need to first and foremost maximise housing delivery and
secure the strategic development of Dublin Port as Ireland’s most strategic and largest
port.”
The idea of designating the area identified as “B2” for film studios is not acceptable given the
need for port lands. It is however possible to engage with stakeholders to explore the
opportunity for a Film Studio and associated uses within the proposed SDZ. commensurate
with the need to first and foremost maximise housing delivery and secure the strategic
development of Dublin Port as Irelands most strategic and largest port
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion not agreed for planning reason above.
Text recommended in Chief Executive’s report (relating to S 5.4.2, p 21) with a further
recommendation in this report to amend as follows;
“Dublin City Council supports uses associated with media/digital media and film production.
There may be an opportunity for these Dublin City Council will actively engage with all
the relevant stakeholders to explore the opportunity for a Film Studio and associated
uses to locate within the proposed SDZ commensurate with the need to first and foremost

maximise housing delivery and secure the strategic development of Dublin Port as Irelands
most strategic and largest port”

Motion

1054

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

Section 5.4.2 Office Typologies
That the Manager includes a local employment charter and training scheme during the
construction and operation phases to be included in section 5.4.4 of the draft plan
Reason: To support local employment and community benefit schemes
Chief Executive’s Response
It is considered that objective EC10, which seeks to liaise with agencies and organisations
working in the Poolbeg/Ringsend area to maximise educational opportunities and support
access to employment for local residents of Poolbeg and the surrounding area and objective
EC11, which seeks to facilitate agencies and organisations, in particular those engaged in
employment and training initiatives in Poolbeg, to work together in a co-ordinated manner in
order to maximise employment, volunteer and training opportunities for residents of all ages
in Poolbeg and the surrounding area, are adequate to ensure access to education, training
and employment for the residents of Poolbeg and surrounding areas. This approach is
being implemented in the North Lotts/Grand Canal Dock SDZ.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion Noted; this matter already addressed in the CE report on submissions and the Draft
Planning Scheme.

Motion

1055

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

Economy & Employment Objectives
That the Manager includes an additional objective EC11 that states: To promote the
development of artistic and creative industry in the Poolbeg SDZ as part of conventional
office development to foster synergies between the commercial and cultural sectors.
Reason: To support the development of artistic and creative industries and to reinforce
Dublin City Councils commitment to this
Chief Executive’s Response
Existing objectives EC8 and EC9 (below) encourage a range of office and enterprise
typologies including start-ups and incubator space.
EC8 “To encourage and facilitate a range of office and enterprise typologies to cater for the
key growth areas and to meet business life-cycle needs from start-up to growth phase and
maturity, and to provide for a range of employment opportunities in the SDZ”
EC9 “To promote the provision of incubator space and start-up facilities as part of
conventional office development to foster synergies between companies of different sizes
and across different sectors”.
Furthermore, text in section 5.4.2 supports media/digital media and film production uses
stating there may be opportunities for these within the commercial/office area.
These provisions outlined above do not specifically encourage the artistic and creative
industry as set out in the motion. It is therefore considered that there is scope to include
reference to these industries by way of a new objective, but not to direct them towards office
developments specifically, as some uses may be poorly suited to office areas.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion agreed as amended
Add new objective
EC13: To promote the development of artistic and creative industry in the Poolbeg
SDZ to foster synergies between the commercial and cultural sectors.

Motion

1056

Councillor(s)

Cllr. Dermot Lacey

Section 5.4.4 Locally-Focused Employment and Training
Dublin City Council agrees to include the following under the Chapter 5, Economy and
Employment the following:
"A Training and Education fund shall be established, similar to the one operating in Dublin
Port, as well as a mentoring scheme for local employment".
Reason: Creating jobs and assisting the employment of jobs for the new and existing
community, particularly for young people will be one of the best ways in ensuring the overall
success of the entire development.
Chief Executive’s Response
It is considered that objective EC10 (which seeks to liaise with agencies and organisations
working in the Poolbeg/Ringsend area to maximise educational opportunities and support
access to employment for local residents of Poolbeg and the surrounding area) and
objective EC11, (which seeks to facilitate agencies and organisations, in particular those
engaged in employment and training initiatives in Poolbeg, to work together in a co-ordinated
manner in order to maximise employment, volunteer and training opportunities for residents
of all ages in Poolbeg and the surrounding area), are adequate to ensure access to
education, training and employment for the residents of Poolbeg and surrounding areas.
The matter of a fund is not one for the Strategic Development Zone. This said the motion
should be forwarded to the Dublin Docklands Oversight & Consultative Forum for
consideration in the context of its functions.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed as not a planning matter. Refer motion to the Dublin Docklands
Oversight & Consultative Forum for consideration.

Motion

1057

Councillor(s)

Cllr. Dermot Lacey

Section 5.4.2 Office Typologies
Dublin City Council agrees: To amend text in paragraph 5.4.2 (page 21 of the draft) (it
should be noted that this wording is similar too but amending the proposed amended text
from the Chief Executive) to read: “Dublin City Council supports uses associated with
media/digital media and film production. Dublin City Council will actively engage with all the
relevant stakeholders to explore the opportunity for a Film Studio and associated uses to
locate within the proposed SDZ commensurate with the need to first and foremost maximise
housing delivery and secure the strategic development of Dublin Port as Irelands most
strategic and largest port”
Reason:
The idea for a Film Studio commensurate with the priority need for housing
has wide support in the community as a generator of clean jobs and apprenticeship
opportunities. The proposed amendment strengthens the obligation of the Local Authority to
actively explore the option.
Chief Executive’s Response
Issues regarding the provision of a film and TV studio are addressed in the Chief Executive’s
Report (Chapters 5 and 9). The Report notes that the priority for development within the
SDZ is for housing (and complementary commercial, community and retail uses) and port
related activities. The provision of a Film Studio is a permissible use under the Z14 Zoning
Objective, as Industry (light) or Media-associated uses, depending the form and/or scale of
any such proposal. The Chief Executive’s Report on submissions recommended the
inclusion of the following additional text in section 5.4.2 in relation to film studios:
“Dublin City Council supports uses associated with media/digital media and film
production. There may be an opportunity for these and associated uses to locate within
the proposed SDZ commensurate with the need to first and foremost maximise housing
delivery and secure the strategic development of Dublin Port as Ireland’s most strategic
and largest port.”
The recommended text as per the motion would modify the above and is considered
reasonable.
Note: Motions 1097, 1052, 1055 and 1056 are also concerned with the provision of a film
and television studio.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion agreed.
Text recommended in Chief Executive’s report relating to S 5.4.2, (p 21) to be modified as
follows:
“Dublin City Council supports uses associated with media/digital media and film production.
There may be an opportunity for these Dublin City Council will actively engage with all
the relevant stakeholders to explore the opportunity for a Film Studio and associated
uses to locate within the proposed SDZ commensurate with the need to first and foremost
maximise housing delivery and secure the strategic development of Dublin Port as Irelands
most strategic and largest port”

Motion

1058

Councillor(s)

Cllr. John Lyons

Economy & Employment Objectives
People Before Profit believes that the Poolbeg SDZ development must have a positive
impact upon the local community and on local employment levels, both during the various
phases of development and thereafter; therefore, we call for the insertion of a social clause
in all procurement contracts that are issued during the development. The Chief Executive’s
responses contained in EC 10 and EC11 are not strong enough to ensure a positive impact
is made by the development on local employment levels.
Chief Executive’s Response
The SDZ is restricted to planning functions as set out in legislation. Existing Objectives EC10
and EC11 promote access to education, training and developmental opportunities leading to
a culture of lifelong learning and an appropriately qualified and skilled workforce. These
state:
“EC10: to liaise with agencies and organisations working in the Poolbeg/Ringsend area to
maximise educational opportunities and support access to employment for local residents of
Poolbeg and the surrounding area”
“EC11: to facilitate agencies and organisations, in particular those engaged in employment
and training initiatives in Poolbeg, to work together in a co-ordinated manner in order to
maximise employment, volunteer and training opportunities for residents of all ages in
Poolbeg and the surrounding area.”
The above are adequate to ensure access to education, training and employment for the
residents of Poolbeg and surrounding areas. Other community development objectives are
set out in chapter 4.
Procurement contracts are not a planning matter for consideration in the SDZ.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion not agreed. Not a matter for the SDZ Planning Scheme.

Chapter 6
Movement

MOTION

1059

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

That the front loading of Sean Moore Road Gut & Spar Bridge and Transport Infrastructure
must be in place before housing begins and that a decision must be made on the design and
exact location of the Bridge
Reference; IGBHAG submission
Reason; Because of the negative impact of the infrastructure and development happening at
once
Chief Executive’s Response
The Gut/Dodder Bridge is at early design stage and its location is shown in figure 6.1. It will
cross the Dodder at the entry point of the river Dodder to the River Liffey. Options for
upgrading the Tom Clarke/East Link Bridge are currently under assessment.
The requirement for these bridges to be in place before any housing begins is unnecessary
and would only delay the availability of much needed housing development. It is
acknowledged that the Dodder Bridge will be needed during the development of the overall
scheme and this is addressed in Chapter 9 (see phase 2 of Phasing Area A). Upgrades to
Sean Moore Road and associated junctions are also addressed in the phasing requirements
in Chapter 9 (phases 1 and 2). In essence, this new and improved infrastructure must be
provided before one third of the development is completed as recommended in the SDZ
transport study.
In relation to the SPAR, (Southern Port Access Route), the exact position of the associated
bridge or tunnel is not known as the proposal has not reached design stage. It will however
be located parallel to the east link route / Tom Clarke Bridge.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons set out above.

MOTION

1060

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

To reject the Managers recommendation to amend the text in section 6.2
Reason: There are currently no national funds available for the delivery of the Eastern
ByPass therefore it is premature to say that this will be delivered within the lifetime of this
plan.
Chief Executive’s Response
The Eastern By-Pass (which has two components – the South Port Access and the longer
term connection to the Southern Cross/South-Eastern motorway) is identified within the
Transport Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area 2016-2035 (NTA) and is appropriately
referenced throughout the Draft SDZ Planning Scheme, including the Phasing Table on pg.
51 as a ‘Long Term’ objective. The funding of the route is a matter for the Central
Government.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion not agreed. The funding and delivery of the Eastern By-Pass is outside the scope of
the SDZ Planning Scheme.

MOTION

1061

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

That Rapid Transport infrastructure is in Phase 1
Reference: IGBHAG submission
Reason: To reduce the disruption to existing community and will facilitate the development of
the site
Chief Executive’s Response
The delivery of Rapid transport in the form of LUAS is supported by the National Transport
Authority for implementation under the adopted strategy for the Greater Dublin Area.
However the timeline for delivery is not short term. High frequency bus routes are planned
in Phase 1 in cooperation with bus operators. Objective MV8 is relevant in that it promotes
the redirection of port-related heavy traffic away from South Bank Road through the
provision of an alternative route and implementation of traffic management measures. This
would assist in reducing any disruption.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reason above.

MOTION

1062

Councillor(s)

Frank Kennedy

The City Council resolves to delete the text substituted by the Chief Executive in the Report
on Public Consultation for the second sentence at section 6.4 under the heading “cycling” on
p.26 of the draft Scheme.
Reason:
The proposed deletion of the second sentence as originally drafted by the
Chief Executive is to be welcomed. However, the proposed text as substituted simply
replicates the problem. Cycling is not permitted on the promenade at Sandymount Strand.
This is a promenade for pedestrians. Cyclists who have unlawfully used this promenade
have collided with pedestrians, including vulnerable pedestrians such as elderly persons,
disabled persons and children. It is bizarre and inappropriate that the SDZ Scheme would be
drafted in such a way as to legitimise, either expressly or impliedly this antisocial and
prohibited practice.
Chief Executive’s Response
The proposed amendment has been reviewed, and it is agreed that the wording as set out in
the CEs report on page 39, relating to p26 of the planning scheme, should be modified to
clarify this matter. (Please note that this replaces the amendment as set out in the CEs
report on submissions by way of deleting the words ‘Sandymount Strand Promenade’)

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion agreed as amended.
New text on page 26 (section 6.4) under the heading ‘cycling’, second sentence to be
omitted and replaced as follows;
Nearby Sandymount Strand Promenade provides a good recreational cycle route
however, and this connects through paths to Sean Moore park.
At present, northbound cyclists can connect through existing paths to Sean Moore
Park.

MOTION

1063

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

That clarification be made to how movement issues will be addressed on the South Bank
Road
Reference: IGBHAG
Reason: It’s not clear how it will be addressed
Chief Executive’s Response
Movement issues on South Bank Road will be addressed on a number of fronts as the
scheme progresses and will require a coordinated approach between the SDZ landowners,
the National Transport Authority, Transport Infrastructure Ireland, and Dublin City Council. It
is intended that the South Port Access Road will utilise an upgraded South Bank
Road/Whitebank Road to serve the South Port and other utilities in Poolbeg peninsula.
The design of this Port Access route is recommended for inclusion within Phase 1 of Area B
as documented in the Chief Executive’s report on submissions, which sets out short term
requirements (page 65)
Because delivery of this may take some time, the opening of an alternative port access route
is planned in the short term, by the extension of Pigeon House Road through the port area.
(See Chief Executive's report p37 and 65). This route will be used by Covanta, the Port and
other utilities, and will considerably reduce heavy goods traffic on South Bank Road. The
replacement of the roundabout with a traffic controlled signalled junction will enable traffic
flows to be managed (Objective MV5)

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is noted (addressed in existing text and Chief Executive’s report)

MOTION -

1064

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees
“To provide to all Dublin City Councillors a report detailing what is meant by the terms
“Southern Port Access Route” and Eastern By-Pass” and to insert same within the Chapter 6
of the SDZ prior to the final adoption of the Plan”
Reason:
These terms have been used interchangeably and specifically to one or other
of the various road proposals in the vicinity of Dublin Bay at Sandymount and Merrion. They
have at different times meant different plans on different occasions. Here within the SDZ
Report it is unclear as to what is meant by the two terms. It is important that clarity be
provided before the Plan is formally adopted.

Chief Executive’s Response
It is important that there is adequate clarity on these terms. Development Plan Objective
MTO32 aims to protect the bypass route (in accordance with the National Transport
Authority strategy), yet a distinction is required between SPAR and the Eastern Bypass,
SPAR being the initial section serving the Poolbeg area and helping reduce heavy traffic in
the SDZ area.
Page 36-7 of the Chief Executive’s report on submission addresses the matter in relation to
section 6.5 of the draft scheme, page 29 and also section 6.2.
It is further recommended that the wording is amended (see below) to improve the distinction
between SPAR and other planned routes.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is agreed.
Modify Chief Executive’s recommendation in report on Subs to the following (words added in
blue text);
Delete third bullet point in Section 6.2 (page 24) and replace:
The proposed South Port Access (Road) Route (SPAR) and the Eastern By-Pass
reservation corridor need to be accommodated within the SDZ to comply with the NTA
Transport Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area. SPAR will connect the Port Tunnel
north of the River Liffey, to port owned lands on Poolbeg peninsula, crossing the river
in the vicinity of the East Link Bridge. The reservation for the Eastern by-pass is more
extensive and has a significant impact on short and medium term land uses on two
major land parcels within the SDZ.
and replaced with new text

The eastern By-Pass reservation corridor needs to be accommodated within the SDZ
to comply with the NTA Transport Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area 2016-2035. The
section of the Bypass route extending from the southern end of the Port Tunnel to the
South Port area (i.e. SPAR) is to be delivered within the lifetime of the NTA Transport
Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area. This will have an impact on potential land uses
within the SDZ.
Section 6.5 (page 29)
Amend texts as follows:
Planned strategic route investment for the area includes the south port access route the
Eastern bypass (alignment preservation) and associated South Port Access route, and
the Dodder Bridge. Important for the long-term development of this area is the protection of
an alignment for the South Port Access Route protected within, which will either run
outside East Link Road or supplant it. The alignment runs from the north quays along
the R131 and down South bank Road. Development should not prejudice the eventual
provision of this strategic link. The alignment of the Eastern by-Pass corridor and is
similarly protected for the future in accordance with the National Transport Authority
Transport Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area policy. The SPAR scheme would either
terminate at Sean Moore Road roundabout or at a new junction further east. Because
the South Port Access route will not be delivered for some time, the matter of heavy
traffic on South Bank Road needs to be addressed. In this regard it is intended to provide in
the short term a new access as an ‘Alternative (South) Port Access Route’ to the south
port area north of the proposed new junction of Sean Moore Road/South bank Road

MOTION

1065

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees
In the absence of the provision of a definition as to what the terms Southern Port Access
Route and Eastern By Pass to delete all references to same throughout the Poolbeg SDZ
document.
Reason:
In the event of the motion seeking clarification as to what is meant by the
terms Southern Port Access Route and Eastern By-Pass it would be improper to blindly
agree such insertions into the Plan. It is to be hoped that there would be no need to press
this motion.
Chief Executive’s Response
To delete the terms ‘Southern Port Access Route’ and ‘Eastern By Pass’ would be contrary
to national policy and to the content of the recently adopted Development Plan, particularly
MTO32 which aims to protect the bypass route (in accordance with the National Transport
Authority strategy).
Page 36-7 of the Chief Executive’s report on submission addresses the matter in relation to
section 6.5 of the draft scheme, page 29 and also section 6.2.
It is further recommended that the wording is amended (see below) to improve the distinction
between SPAR and other planned routes.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is noted. – Definition provided in response to Motion 1064

MOTION

1066

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

That an expansion of the Dublin Bikes Scheme be included as a specific objective in the
SDZ
Planning reason: If we are to prioritise pedestrian and cycling facilities over motor car use in
the SDZ, providing infrastructure such as Dublin Bikes scheme is critical in achieving this
objective.
Chief Executive’s Response
The Chief Executives Report (chapter 10 under ‘connectivity and movement’) notes that
provision of Dublin bikes will be confirmed and included where appropriate in the Public
Realm Masterplan (Refer to Section 10.1 of the Draft SDZ Planning Scheme) when
published. The proposed objective is consistent with this requirement.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion agreed
Insert additional objective to page 31:
MV 12 To provide for the expansion of Dublin Bikes within the SDZ lands.

MOTION

1067

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

That the manager clarify whether the proposed platform / plate for the site will incorporate
car parking requirements as part of the plate.
Reference: IGBHAG Submission
Reason:
Little information is given regarding the proposed plate / podium and its
functionality. We wish to see this addressed with detailed volumes set out.
Chief Executive’s Response
The proposed platform/plate/podium is a multifunctional area, which it is proposed will be
used for storage, water attenuation, and parking. Text relating to car parking is set out in
section 6.7 of the Planning Scheme. Private Parking will be at ‘below podium’ at basement
level; see Fig. 11.6 for example. Some parking may be at semi-basement level (i.e.
displaced by a maximum of 1 metre from the street level). The depth of parking provision is
dependent on the details of levels across the site, but it is expected that basements will be
towards the eastern side of the site.
It is also relevant that the quantum of parking envisaged will be minimal and at a ratio of less
than one space per unit. A further measure to reduce parking provision is Objective MV9
which seeks travels plans for new developments demonstrating how car based commuting
can be minimized.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is noted (addressed in existing text).

MOTION

1068

Councillor(s)

Kieran Binchy

That sufficient Transport be in place before anyone moves into the new homes. The public
transport is already a matter of concern in the Ringsend area and to move thousands of
people in to homes that are built before new transport is in place would be detrimental.

Chief Executive’s Response
Chapter 6 as amended by the Chief Executive’s report addresses the need for sufficient
transport. Phasing requirements in chapter 9 set out those transportation elements needed
at each stage of development for each of Phasing Areas A and B.
These transport measures range from new physical infrastructure such as the Dodder
Bridge, to a high frequency bus network, improved cycle and walking routes, and a
requirement for travel plans to include more sustainable means of travel such as car clubs
etc.
The City Council, as the SDZ Agency, will collaborate with the National Transport Authority
and Dublin Bus to work towards aligning new services with the development of the area.
This is consistent with Objective MV1, which seeks to promote a high level of use of
sustainable forms of transport.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is noted. Matters set out in the Planning Scheme as amended.

MOTION

1069

Councillor(s)

Kieran Binchy

That the Manager carry out a full traffic audit of the Sean Moore Road as part of the Poolbeg
West SDZ
Reason: Traffic along the Sean Moore road is already heavy and congested. The impact of
an additional 3,500 households and additional commercial activities will have a serious
impact on the traffic along this road. Therefore it is essential that a traffic assessment is
carried out.

Chief Executive’s Response
The Poolbeg Strategic Development Zone – Transport Assessment (December 2016)
carried out by the National Transport Authority provided a comprehensive assessment of the
all transport proposals to serve the SDZ, including a traffic impact assessment. Further
detailed assessments will be required as for future planning applications in the form of a
Travel Plan.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
The Motion is noted; traffic assessment will be required at planning application stage.

MOTION

1070

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

To make all development on the site contingent on improved pedestrian and added cycle
facilities on or parallel to the Tom Clarke Bridge
Reason: to ensure that sustainable transport links t the city centre are available before
construction begins
Chief Executive’s Response
The pedestrian and cycling environment at Tom Clarke Bridge is in need of significant
improvement and it is planned to upgrade the bridge to resolve this. This said, the planned
Dodder Bridge is perhaps more significant in regard to the general accessibility of the SDZ
from the city centre and this has been considered in devising the phasing plan on pages 5051 of the scheme. A range of other infrastructural requirements associated with each phase
are also set out, including revisions to junctions, cycle routes and roads. On this basis,
requiring all development to be contingent on improvements to the Tom Clarke Bridge would
be unnecessary and would delay delivery of much needed housing.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion not agreed for the planning reasons set out above.

MOTION

`

Councillor(s)

1071
The Green Party

That the Manager ensures that land for future Luas works and a Luas stop will be reserved
and marked on maps to ensure continued viability of project.
Reason:
To promote and ensure sustainable transport, as called for in several
submissions, and to promote “joined up thinking” in terms of transport as called for in one
submission. The Luas extension to Poolbeg is an objective of the Greater Dublin Area
Transport Strategy 2016-2035 and so should be a part of this SDZ to reflect national policy
fully. Further, both Dublin City Council policy and National policy is to promote a modal shift
towards sustainable transport. To adhere to such policy we must treat sustainable modes
such as Luas with the same importance as unsustainable modes like driving. The City
Development Plan has for several versions maintained the objective of the eastern bypass,
despite no apparent funding or will to build it. This has continued in the SDZ plan, with lands
that could be zoned for housing or employment being sterilised and reserved a massive
unsustainable road project. To comply with existing policy Luas works must also have
reserved space to put it on equal footing with the Eastern Bypass.
Chief Executive’s Response
The Chief Executive’s Report (Chapter 11) notes that to accommodate wider footpaths,
cycle lanes and public transport, Sean Moore Road will need to be widened (a setback of 5m
is provided in this regard). The proposed LUAS stop location is shown in Figure 6.1 of the
SDZ. The National Transport Authority Strategy 2035 includes a policy to extend the Luas
line to Poolbeg from the Point and also to increase the frequency of Bus and DART services
in the shorter term. The final route for the Luas extension has not been determined and as
such the route cannot be accurately shown at this stage.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
The Motion is agreed as amended.
Insert additional objective to page 31:
MV 11 To protect space for a future Luas line stop within the SDZ.

MOTION

1072

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

To introduce a new objective M "To protect the route of the future Sutton2Sandycove works
and cycle path, ensuring space is reserved and marked on relevant maps to protect and
support its viability."
Planning reason. To promote and ensure sustainable transport, as called for in several
submissions, and to promote “joined up thinking” in terms of transport as called for in one
submission. The City Development Plan has for several versions maintained the objective of
the eastern bypass, despite no apparent funding or will to build it. This has continued in the
SDZ plan, with lands that could be zoned for housing or employment being sterilised and
reserved a massive unsustainable road project. The Sutton2Sandycove route is part of the
NTAs Greater Dublin Area Cycle Network Plan, and so should be included so that the
Poolbeg SDZ fully reflects national policy. Further, both Dublin City Council policy and
National policy is to promote a modal shift towards sustainable transport. To adhere to such
policy we must treat sustainable modes such as cycling with the same importance as
unsustainable modes like driving, and so future S2S works must also have reserved space
and an objective supporting them to put them on equal footing with the Eastern Bypass.
Chief Executive’s Response
The Sutton2Sandycove (or East Coast Trail) pedestrian and cycle track, as identified within
the Greater Dublin Area Cycle Network Plan (NTA, 2013), and as illustrated in Figure 6.2
Strategic Cycle Network of the Draft SDZ Planning Scheme, is external to the SDZ.
Provision has been made in the Draft SDZ Planning Scheme for a ‘Key Pedestrian/Cycle
Route’ through the SDZ Lands, that could form a spur or alternative route for the
Sutton2Sandycove pedestrian and cycle track (refer to Figure 11.1 – Movement Proposals
and Land Use and Appendix 2 Street Hierarchy, Cross Sections and Layouts). The final
route is the subject of a separate process including public consultation, and should not be
predetermined by the SDZ Planning Scheme.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed
The proposed amendment is outside the scope of the SDZ Planning Scheme.

MOTION

1073

Councillor(s)

Sonya Stapleton

To amend the plan to ensure that permission for and completion of the entirety of
development in the plan is not contingent on the construction of an eastern bypass
Reason: to ensure that the development is delivered in full even if the eastern bypass is not.
Chief Executive’s Response
Distinction must be made between the Eastern ByPass in its entirety and the South Port
Access Route (SPAR), which comprises the initial section serving the south port and taking
heavy port traffic away from unsuited streets. It is relevant that the Chief Executive’s report
on submissions recommends that the design of the South Port Access Route be carried out
in the short term, with the dualling of the Tom Clarke ( East link) bridge (as part of SPAR) to
take place in the medium term, pending the longer term completion of the Eastern Bypass.
Also relevant is the requirement in the short term to open an ‘alternative port access’ by
extending Pigeon House Road into the Port area. This is likely come first and in advance of
the SPAR. Therefore, and in response to the motion, the scheme is not contingent on the
construction of an eastern bypass but the scheme would benefit from the delivery of a south
port access (or the alternative) as a means of ensuring a separation of heavy industrial traffic
from other forms of traffic. SPAR will be needed to serve not just the SDZ area but also the
broader Poolbeg peninsula. It is clarified that development of the Planning Scheme is not
contingent on the construction of the Eastern Bypass from the east end of South Bank Road
southwards

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion agreed as amended
Add to end of new 3rd bullet point Para 3.2
“The development of the Planning Scheme is not contingent on the construction of
the Eastern bypass from the east end of South Bank Road southwards”

Chapter 7
Infrastructure & Utilities

Motion

1074

Councillor(s)

Cllr. Chris Andrews

Section 7.3 Challenges
That the manager clarifies who will pay for infrastructure
Reference: IGBHAG
Reason: This could impact on costs of future development
Chief Executive’s Response
With regard to concern regarding funding of infrastructure, Section 12.4 (Infrastructure
Delivery & Development Contributions) of the draft planning scheme sets out the programme
for the delivery of infrastructure and also indicates how the various pieces of infrastructure
will be funded. In addition, stakeholders responsible for required future infrastructure are set
out in the phasing tables in section 9.4 (as amended by CEs report on submissions). In
summary, infrastructure will be funded by a variety of sources including the developers (by
Development Contributions), State Bodies, (e.g. DES, NTA) and the City Council.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion Noted; matter already addressed in Draft Plan.

Motion

1075

Councillor(s)

Cllr. Chris Andrews

Section 7.3 Challenges
That clarity is given as to how and when the upgrade of the Waste Water Treatment will
occur.
Reference: IGBHAG submission
Reason: Because it is unclear
Chief Executive’s Response
It should be noted that while the Wastewater Treatment will serve the SDZ, it is controlled,
managed and maintained by Irish Water having regard to its Capital Projects Plan. The
upgrading and scheduling of such upgrading is not an issue that can be determined within
the SDZ Scheme. However, it is understood that the Treatment Plant requires a significant
upgrade to provide for the projected population growth in the Dublin area, including the SDZ.
Irish Water advises that the proposed infrastructure upgrades will provide the required
capacity to convey all flow to the Ringsend Wastewater Treatment Plant.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is noted (addressed in existing text)

Motion

1076

Councillor(s)

Cllr. Chris Andrews

Section 7.3 Challenges
Clarity if the Incinerator requires additional lands to manage its systems and where and how
is that to be facilitated
Reference: IGBHAG submission
Reason: Decisions like this impacts on development
Chief Executive’s Response
The Waste to Energy Plant is controlled, managed and maintained by Covanta and is
located outside the Strategic Development Zone. The plant is a newly built facility which is
only commencing operations.
Any future expansion or requirement for additional lands is not known at present and is not a
matter for the SDZ DCC and Codema are carrying out feasibility studies on the rollout of a
District Heating system, with the Covanta plant as a primary heat source. It is possible that
a district heating system may need a back-up boiler during the winter months. The optimum
location for such a boiler, if needed, would be on port lands (B2) close to the Covanta Plant
(as per Objective IU10). Any proposal will be the subject of a detailed planning application.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion noted.

Motion

1077

Councillor(s)

Cllr. Dermot Lacey

Section 7.5 Water Supply & Waste Water
Dublin City Council agrees that Covanta and the Waste Water Plant must be included in
Dublin City Emergency Plan.
Reason: Given the substantial increase in population of the area it is imperative that these
two plants be fully integrated into the City Emergency Plan.
Chief Executive’s Response
In 2013 Dublin City Council adopted a major emergency plan which sets out co-ordinated
systems for effectively responding to emergency situations. This also focuses on risk
assessment and management, planning and recovery. The types of emergency situations
that can potentially arise relate to severe weather, industrial accidents, or a major fire or
transport incident, for example. Responses are from the Gardai, Health Services Executive
and emergency services.
The Motion is beyond the scope of the SDZ process. The overseeing Department is
Environment and Engineering, which the motion should be referred to.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed as outside the scope of the SDZ. Refer to Environment and
Engineering SPC.

Motion

1078

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

Infrastructure & Utilities Objectives
Add IU14. All development shall be capable of withstanding a two metre rise in sea level
from 2017 average sea levels
Reason: To adapt to climate change
Chief Executive’s Response
The draft planning scheme has already taken into account considerations in relation to
climate change. A strategic flood risk assessment (SFRA) has been carried out for the SDZ
in accordance with “The Planning System and Flood Risk Management - Guidelines for
Planning Authorities” (Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government and
Office of Public Works, 2009) and Department of the Environment, Community and Local
Government Circular PL 2/2014.
With regard to sea level rise and in line with Office of Public Works (OPW) Draft Guidance
on this issue, the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) that has been undertaken
alongside the preparation of the Scheme has facilitated a number of requirements into the
Scheme with respect to sea level rise. These are detailed in Section 4 of the SFRA. The
draft planning scheme has also been designed to incorporate green infrastructure solutions
that will address potential sea level rise (see Section 8.4.5 – Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems (SUDs) of the draft planning scheme). Having regards to the setting of the SDZ
and design of the draft planning scheme (i.e. c. 6m above sea level), all developments will
withstand a two metre rise in sea level.
Motion is agreed, but numbering to be modified to IU1A in order for it to be better placed in
the list of objectives.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is agreed as amended. Add the following
IU1A.
All development shall be capable of withstanding a two metre rise
in sea level from 2017 average sea levels

Motion

1079

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

Infrastructure & Utilities Objectives
That the Manager make an amendment to IU12 to include a specific objective to provide onsite recycling facilities in the SDZ, either underground or over ground, including facilities for
the recycling of glass and textiles
Reason: To make it easy for people to recycle their waste and to help reach the Dublin City
Council recycling targets.
Chief Executive’s Response
Objective IU12 requires that all developments comply with the waste policy as set out in the
Dublin City Development Plan 2016-2022.
Objective SI017 in the Development Plan promotes the re-use of building materials,
recycling of demolition materials and the use of materials from renewable resources. In all
developments of 10 housing units or commercial developments over 1000 sq m, a materials
source and management plan is required to be implemented by the developer.
As set out in the Chief Executive’s report on submissions (page 69), it is recommended the
proposed location for glass recycling facilities will be shown indicatively on map 11.2, i.e. in
the vicinity of Port Park and South Bank Road.
The above provisions are considered satisfactory in addressing the motion
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion Noted, as this matter already addressed in existing text and proposed amendments
to Map 11.2 (proposed location of recycling facilities).

Motion

1080

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

Infrastructure & Utilities Objectives
That the Manager include a new specific objective stating that all proposed developments
will comply with Part L planning regulations, will be required to supply a detailed proposal on
their compliance with Part L regulations, and the use of other energy efficient and renewable
energy technologies and innovations in these developments.
Reason: To ensure that all buildings are energy efficient, maximise the use of renewable
technologies, are carbon and contribute to the overall sustainable design of the SDZ.
Chief Executive’s Response
With regard to the inclusion of an objective requiring all applications to comply with Part L of
the Building Regulations, it is considered that a specific objective requiring compliance with
Part L is inappropriate, as the Building Regulations is operated under different legislation
from the Planning Acts. It should be noted that the conservation of fuel and energy is
promoted through Objective IU15 which seeks to promote energy efficiency, energy
conservation, and the increased use of renewable energy in the SDZ.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion not agreed as it is outside the scope of the SDZ

Chapter 8
Environment, Green Infrastructure & Open Space

MOTION

1081

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

That in relation to developments in the SDZ that the manager would take out the word
“should” and replace with “shall and must”
Reference: IGBHAG submission
Reason: The word should is too vague
Chief Executive’s Response
The draft planning scheme is subject to Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) in
accordance with the Planning and Development (Strategic Environmental Assessment)
Regulations 2004 and it is the objective of the draft planning scheme for developments to
have regards to mitigation measures set out therein.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation

Motion is Agreed
Amend GI5 in Chief executive’s report
From (original text in draft scheme)
All developments in the SDZ should have regard to the mitigation measures set out in
Environmental report
To
All developments in the SDZ shall should have regard to incorporate the relevant
mitigation measures set out in the Strategic Environmental Assessment Environmental
rReport.

Motion

1082

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to delete the words: "where possible" from Chapter 8
Environment, Green Infrastructure and Open Space, paragraph 4 page 40.
Chief Executive’s Response
The planning scheme seeks to preserve existing areas of open space and encourage the
provision of new open space and recreational amenities throughout the area. The
improvement of the wider urban and natural environment is also a top consideration for the
planning scheme. The motion to remove the words “where possible” is considered
reasonable
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is Agreed
Amend section 8.1 paragraph 4
From
To provide for a new urban neighbourhood in the SDZ, the improvement of the wider urban
and natural environment is a top consideration for the planning scheme. Several
opportunities for environmental enhancement exist along the foreshore including preserving
wildlife habitat, protecting and enhancing the strand where possible and incorporating green
building principles and management practices.
To
To provide for a new urban neighbourhood in the SDZ, the improvement of the wider urban
and natural environment is a top consideration for the planning scheme. Several
opportunities for environmental enhancement exist along the foreshore including preserving
wildlife habitat, protecting and enhancing the strand where possible and incorporating
green building principles and management practices

MOTION

1083

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

(a) Amend Figure 8.1 in the Draft Planning Scheme to remove reference to “Open
Space/Park Area pending the delivery of by-pass and associated infrastructure (Long Term)”
and to remove the green cross hatching and replace the area currently subject to green
cross hatching with white shading.
. (b) Amend diagram 8.2 of Draft Planning Scheme to remove “Open space/Park area
pending the delivery of by-pass and associated infrastructure (Long Term)” and to
remove the green cross hatching and replace the area currently subject to green
cross hatching with white shading.
. (c) Remove all references to the “Port Park” from the Planning Scheme, including the
reference under Point 3 in the table on Page 51 of Section 11.4.4.
. (d) Amend the Draft Planning Scheme to include appropriate vehicular, pedestrian and
cycle access routes to the western part of Block B2 including John Bissett
Engineering lands in Figure 11.1 to indicate an indicative block form and layout in
respect of the western part of the lands at Block B2 comprising the proposed
commercial buffer in Figure 11.2 which indicate buildings of 8-9 storeys in height to
include a Landmark/Gateway on the south western corner of Block B2 (John Bissett
Engineering site).
. (e) Make all necessary consequential change to Diagrams and Text of the Draft Planning
Scheme to reflect the above.
Reasons:
The purpose of this amendment is to remove the inconsistency in the Draft Planning
Scheme in the designation of the area occupied by John Bissett Engineering and adjoining
lands to the north in particular the references to a “Port Park” in respect of these lands
currently in industrial and port related uses, with the objective of the Planning Scheme to
develop these lands as a “commercial buffer zone” between port activity to the east and
residential development adjoining to the west of these lands, Figure 9.1 which designates
these lands as “Industrial and Port Zone” as does Figure 9.2.
It is also noted that the Planning Scheme states on Page 51 that this land subject to the
short and medium term “Port Park” objective on the western boundary of Block B2, is to be
developed for hotel, office or other commercial and/or leisure and limited retail/café type
uses to form a commercial buffer between the Port activity to the east and residential to the
west.
These amendments will also remove the inconsistency in the Planning Scheme whereby
these particular lands are designated for short to medium term “Port Park” because of
concerns regarding potential impact and uncertainty over the Eastern By-Pass corridor,
whilst other extensive lands in the SDZ equally affected by the South Port Access Route on
the Eastern By-Pass corridors these are not subject to any designation for Port Park or
similar use in the short to medium term and are solely designated for either residential or
commercial activity. There is no rationale stated in the Draft Planning Scheme for the very
selective treatment of the area of land occupied by John Bissett Engineering in this respect.
It is noted that 40% of the SDZ area is equally affected by the Southern Port Access and
Eastern By-Pass infrastructure corridor as indicated in Figure 6.3 of the Planning Scheme.

The John Bissett Engineering property and adjoining lands are subject to zoning objective
Z14 in the City Development Plan which provides for a mix of commercial and residential
development as part of a wider rejuvenation area. If the Planning Scheme does not provide
for the appropriate redevelopment of these lands, it is likely that the existing uses will remain
in existence indefinitely as the lands will in effect be sterilised from any other beneficial
development. The interim “Port Park” objective is not deliverable while the existing use and
buildings remain. In the absence of appropriate provision for development of these lands in
the short, medium and long term for commercial or residential use, the Planning Scheme
would fundamentally conflict with the purpose and objectives of the designation of this area
as a Strategic Development Zone by Government and would also be fundamentally
inconsistent with the recently adopted Dublin City Development Plan 2016- 2022 Z14 zoning
objective in respect of the lands.
The motion also seeks a consequential amendment of all relevant text and diagrams in the
Planning Scheme and in particular Figure 11.1 to provide for appropriate access
arrangements consistent with the remainder of the Planning Scheme and Figure 11.2 to
provide for appropriate for appropriate access, block diagram, indicative heights, including a
Landmark/Gateway feature at the south west corner of area B2, to be consistent with the
remainder of the Planning Scheme and to clearly provide for the appropriate redevelopment
of the John Bissett Engineering property in the short term, subject to Eastern By-Pass
alignment issues being addressed.
The issue of compatibility of development at these lands with the Eastern By-Pass alignment
is already addressed in other text in the Planning Scheme common to all area affected by
the Road Corridor in Figure 6.3.
Chief Executive’s Response
Issues regarding the location, the Port Park and the ongoing operations of John Bissett
Engineering Ltd are also discussed in the Chief Executive’s Report (Chapter 9) and in
relation to other motions in this report.
The Chief Executive’s Report notes that John Bissett Engineering Ltd currently leases (long
term) land from Dublin Port Company. The site is part of the Southern Port Access
Route/Eastern Bypass in accordance with the National Transport Authority policy. New
development should not prejudice the future provision of this link. The Dublin Port Company
Masterplan Review designates this site as a future ‘Amenity Space’. There are other
motions supporting the use of this area for playing fields.
To reflect the situation it is proposed to amend Figs 8.1, 8.2, 9.1 etc so that the site is shown
for development/infrastructure in the longer term, with open spaces shown by hatched lines
in the short term.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
The motion is agreed as amended.
To amend Fig. 8.1, 9.1 and associated drawings so that the so that the site is shown for
development/infrastructure in the longer term, with open spaces shown by hatched lines in
the short term.

MOTION

1084

Councillor(s)

Kieran Binchy

To amend the scheme to ensure that the lands directly abutting Sean Moore Park include
green space and playing pitches
Reason: With an additional 8,000 residents, recreational facilities and sports fields will be
necessary for health, well-being and sustainability. There are already playing fields on Sean
Moore Park, used by the local GAA club. Ensuring that the scheme provides for sports
playing fields, and ensuring that those fields abut the current GAA playing fields in Sean
Moore Park, will provide much-needed recreational facilities and do so in an efficient
manner.
Chief Executive’s Response
The Draft SDZ Planning Scheme seeks to promote the co-sharing of facilities. However
concern is raised that unless a reference is made to local sporting clubs, it may be assumed
that such facilities would be for the exclusive use of one particular sporting club. Sean
Moore Park and Ringsend Park both contain a number of Gaelic pitches. Concern is also
raised with regard to the specific requirement for all-weather sports facility. These large
facilities range in size from approximately 90x50m to 140x85 sq.m in size. The provision of
such a facility in close proximity to the school or Clanna Gael, within the SDZ, would require
a block of housing to be omitted from the scheme or would occupy the most of the proposed
village green area, leaving little space for other active and passive recreational activities,
landscaping, SUDs networks and/or pathways linkages (see diagram below). It should be
noted that the proposed school will have recreational areas, with potential for sharing with
the community.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
That motion is agreed as amended.
Insert additional text to page 61, column 2, paragraph 2. (11.3.4)
New community facilities and a primary school are to be provided to the south-west of the
site near the Clanna Gael GAA Club, to enable the co-sharing of facilities. The location of
community facilities and the school is fixed to this location. The final form of the school and
community facilities is however flexible and will be determined in consultation with the Dept.
of Education. In determining the final form of the school and the community facilities,
including a sports facility, regard will be had to the possibility of the development of
such a facility being undertaken in collaboration with local sporting clubs.

Illustration of pitch sizes superimposed over blocks to the north of Clanna Gael GAA Club
and over the Village Green.

MOTION

1085

Councillor(s)

Mannix Flynn

(a) Amend Figure 8.1 in the Draft Planning Scheme to remove reference to “Open
Space/Park Area pending the delivery of by-pass and associated infrastructure (Long Term)”
and to remove the green cross hatching and replace the area currently subject to green
cross hatching with white shading.
(b) Amend diagram 8.2 of Draft Planning Scheme to remove “Open space/Park area
pending the delivery of by-pass and associated infrastructure (Long Term)” and to remove
the green cross hatching and replace the area currently subject to green cross hatching with
white shading.
(c) Remove all references to the “Port Park” from the Planning Scheme, including the
reference under Point 3 in the table on Page 51 of Section 11.4.4.
(d) Amend the Draft Planning Scheme to include appropriate vehicular, pedestrian and cycle
access routes to the western part of Block B2 including John Bissett Engineering lands in
Figure 11.1 to indicate an indicative block form and layout in respect of the western part of
the lands at Block B2 comprising the proposed commercial buffer in Figure 11.2 which
indicate buildings of 8-9 storeys in height to include a Landmark/Gateway on the south
western corner of Block B2 (John Bissett Engineering site).
(e) Make all necessary consequential change to Diagrams and Text of the Draft Planning
Scheme to reflect the above.
Reasons:
The purpose of this amendment is to remove the inconsistency in the Draft Planning
Scheme in the designation of the area occupied by John Bissett Engineering and adjoining
lands to the north in particular the references to a “Port Park” in respect of these lands
currently in industrial and port related uses, with the objective of the Planning Scheme to
develop these lands as a “commercial buffer zone” between port activity to the east and
residential development adjoining to the west of these lands, Figure 9.1 which designates
these lands as “Industrial and Port Zone” as does Figure 9.2. It is also noted that the
Planning Scheme states on Page 51 that this land subject to the short and medium term
“Port Park” objective on the western boundary of Block B2, is to be developed for hotel,
office or other commercial and/or leisure and limited retail/café type uses to form a
commercial buffer between the Port activity to the east and residential to the west. These
amendments will also remove the inconsistency in the Planning Scheme whereby these
particular lands are designated for short to medium term “Port Park” because of concerns
regarding potential impact and uncertainty over the Eastern By-Pass corridor,

whilst other extensive lands in the SDZ equally affected by the South Port Access Route on
the Eastern By-Pass corridors these are not subject to any designation for Port Park or
similar use in the short to medium term and are solely designated for either residential or
commercial activity. There is no rationale stated in the Draft Planning Scheme for the very
selective treatment of the area of land occupied by John Bissett Engineering in this respect.
It is noted that 40% of the SDZ area is equally affected by the Southern Port Access and
Eastern By-Pass infrastructure corridor as indicated in Figure 6.3 of the Planning Scheme.
The John Bissett Engineering property and adjoining lands are subject to zoning objective
Z14 in the City Development Plan which provides for a mix of commercial and residential
development as part of a wider rejuvenation area. If the Planning Scheme does not provide
for the appropriate redevelopment of these lands, it is likely that the existing uses will remain
in existence indefinitely as the lands will in effect be sterilised from any other beneficial
development. The interim “Port Park” objective is not deliverable while the existing use and
buildings remain. In the absence of appropriate provision for development of these lands in
the short, medium and long term for commercial or residential use, the Planning Scheme
would fundamentally conflict with the purpose and objectives of the designation of this area
as a Strategic Development Zone by Government and would also be fundamentally
inconsistent with the recently adopted Dublin City Development Plan 2016-2022 Z14 zoning
objective in respect of the lands.
The motion also seeks a consequential amendment of all relevant text and diagrams in the
Planning Scheme and in particular Figure 11.1 to provide for appropriate access
arrangements consistent with the remainder of the Planning Scheme and Figure 11.2 to
provide for appropriate for appropriate access, block diagram, indicative heights, including a
Landmark/Gateway feature at the south west corner of area B2, to be consistent with the
remainder of the Planning Scheme and to clearly provide for the appropriate redevelopment
of the John Bissett Engineering property in the short term, subject to Eastern By-Pass
alignment issues being addressed.
The issue of compatibility of development at these lands with the Eastern By-Pass alignment
is already addressed in other text in the Planning Scheme common to all area affected by
the Road Corridor in Figure 6.3.
Chief Executive’s Response
Issues regarding the location, the Port Park and the ongoing operations of John Bissett
Engineering Ltd are also discussed in the Chief Executive’s Report (Chapter 9) and in
relation to other motions in this report.
The Chief Executive’s Report notes that John Bissett Engineering Ltd currently leases (long
term) land from Dublin Port Company. The site is part of the Southern Port Access
Route/Eastern Bypass in accordance with the National Transport Authority policy. New
development should not prejudice the future provision of this link. The Dublin Port Company
Masterplan Review designates this site as a future ‘Amenity Space’. There are other
motions supporting the use of this area for playing fields.
To reflect the situation it is proposed to amend Figs 8.1, 8.2, 9.1 etc so that the site is shown
for development/infrastructure in the longer term, with open spaces shown by hatched lines
in the short term.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
The motion is agreed as amended.

To amend Fig. 8.1, 9.1 and associated drawings so that the so that the site is shown for
development/infrastructure in the longer term, with open spaces shown by hatched lines in
the short term.

Motion

1086

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees
To delete the words “long term” from the section 8.4.2.1 Coastal Park before the words
“vision and after “It is the”
Reason:
The provision of the coastal park should be an integral and early goal of the
SDZ and the words “long term” are too vague and unspecific and could result in this
essential element of the overall plan not being provided at an early stage.

Chief Executive’s Response
It is the objective of the draft planning scheme to provide the Coastal Park as part of the
development of the SDZ at early stage. Dublin City Council will ensure the development of a
greenway that will extend from the South Wall along Dublin Bay to the Dodder Greenway
and Grand Canal Dock. It is considered to remove the words “long term”
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is Agreed. Amend last paragraph under section 8.4.2.1 in the draft plan and on page
57 of the Chief executive’s report
The park will stretch from Sean Moore Park to Irishtown Nature Park and the planning
scheme will seek to protect and strengthen the inherent qualities of the space. It is the long
term vision of the council to create a greenway also extend the park eastwards to the
south wall along Dublin bay and westwards to Ringsend Park, The Dodder Greenway and
Grand Canal Dock

Motion
Councillor

1087
(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees
That in the provision of Playgrounds within the SDZ area consideration be given to providing
some “covered” areas to enable children play outdoors.
Reason:
The volume of apartment living within the SDZ will be new to Dublin. This will
require new ways of living and new types of “Children’s Play areas”. Encouraging children to
play outdoors is good for the health and wellbeing of children and every effort should be
made to facilitate this.

Chief Executive’s Response
The SDZ will ensure that in new residential developments, public and communal open space
is provided which is sufficient in quantity and distribution to meet the requirements of the
projected population and includes play facilities for children.
GI7 states:
To ensure that in new residential developments, public and communal open space is
provided which is sufficient in quantity and distribution to meet the requirements of the
projected population and includes play facilities for children,
It is anticipated that ‘requirements ‘will include some covered/sheltered play spaces. This
should not however be a stated requirement in GI7 as it is dependent on contextual analysis
at design stage, but could be included on this basis.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion agreed as amended.
GI7 To ensure that in new residential developments, public and communal open space is
provided which is sufficient in quantity and distribution to meet the requirements of the
projected population and includes play facilities for children, some of which may be
covered/sheltered.

Motion

1088

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to add the following Objective GI I3 to the list of Objectives on
Page 46 – “To develop at Port Park a floodlit multi-functional all-weather playing facility at
Port Park of a sufficient size and design in terms of its layout and boundary treatment to
cater for the playing of Gaelic games and other sporting activities.”
Reason:
This is to ensure that the future development within the SDZ area close to the
Clanna Gael Fontenoys facility is developed in harmony with the Club and the best
opportunity to maximise positive impact.
Chief Executive’s Response
The Port Park is a multifunctional space proposed for sporting facilities, Sustainable Urban
Drainage (SUDs), screening and buffering providing local amenity. Port Park is capable of
facilitating a range of all-weather facilities for various sports. However it would be premature
at this stage to specify the size and/or form any such facility. This should be subject to
further consultation with the Culture, Recreation and Economic Services of Dublin City
Council. Any such facility would also be subject to an environmental appraisal (in particular
with regard to the installation of flood lighting in close proximity to Dublin Bay).

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is agreed as amended
Insert additional text to page 63, column 3.
“Whilst in the short and medium term it shall be used as a sport and leisure park, with the
potential to include a multi-functional all-weather playing facility. The location and size
of this area is flexible though it shall have a minimum size of 1.9 hectares, and may be
varied over time to meet future infrastructure needs.”

Motion

1089

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to:
(a) Amend Figure 8.1 in the Draft Planning Scheme to remove reference to “Open
Space/Park Area pending the delivery of by-pass and associated infrastructure (Long Term)”
and to remove the green cross hatching and replace the area currently subject to green
cross hatching with white shading.
(b) Amend diagram 8.2 of Draft Planning Scheme to remove “Open space/Park area
pending the delivery of by-pass and associated infrastructure (Long Term)” and to remove
the green cross hatching and replace the area currently subject to green cross hatching with
white shading.
(c) Remove all references to the “Port Park” from the Planning Scheme, including the
reference under Point 3 in the table on Page 51 of Section 11.4.4.
(d) Amend the Draft Planning Scheme to include appropriate vehicular, pedestrian and cycle
access routes to the western part of Block B2 including John Bissett Engineering lands in
Figure 11.1 to indicate an indicative block form and layout in respect of the western part of
the lands at Block B2 comprising the proposed commercial buffer in Figure 11.2 which
indicate buildings of 8-9 storeys in height to include a Landmark/Gateway on the south
western corner of Block B2 (John Bissett Engineering site).
(e) Make all necessary consequential change to Diagrams and Text of the Draft Planning
Scheme to reflect the above.
Reasons:
The purpose of this amendment is to remove the inconsistency in the Draft Planning
Scheme in the designation of the area occupied by John Bissett Engineering and adjoining
lands to the north in particular the references to a “Port Park” in respect of these lands
currently in industrial and port related uses, with the objective of the Planning Scheme to
develop these lands as a “commercial buffer zone” between port activity to the east and
residential development adjoining to the west of these lands, Figure 9.1 which designates
these lands as “Industrial and Port Zone” as does Figure 9.2. It is also noted that the
Planning Scheme states on Page 51 that this land subject to the short and medium term
“Port Park” objective on the western boundary of Block B2, is to be developed for hotel,
office or other commercial and/or leisure and limited retail/café type uses to form a
commercial buffer between the Port activity to the east and residential to the west. These
amendments will also remove the inconsistency in the Planning Scheme whereby these
particular lands are designated for short to medium term “Port Park” because of concerns
regarding potential impact and uncertainty over the Eastern By-Pass corridor, whilst other
extensive lands in the SDZ equally affected by the South Port Access Route on the Eastern
By-Pass corridors these are not subject to any designation for Port Park or similar use in the
short to medium term and are solely designated for either residential or commercial activity.
There is no rationale stated in the Draft Planning Scheme for the very selective treatment of
the area of land occupied by John Bissett Engineering in this respect. It is noted that 40% of
the SDZ area is equally affected by the Southern Port Access and Eastern By-Pass
infrastructure corridor as indicated in Figure 6.3 of the Planning Scheme.
The John Bissett Engineering property and adjoining lands are subject to zoning objective
Z14 in the City Development Plan which provides for a mix of commercial and residential
development as part of a wider rejuvenation area. If the Planning Scheme does not provide
for the appropriate redevelopment of these lands, it is likely that the existing uses will remain
in existence indefinitely as the lands will in effect be sterilised from any other beneficial
development. The interim “Port Park” objective is not deliverable while the existing use and
buildings remain. In the absence of appropriate provision for development of these lands in

the short, medium and long term for commercial or residential use, the Planning Scheme
would fundamentally conflict with the purpose and objectives of the designation of this area
as a Strategic Development Zone by Government and would also be fundamentally
inconsistent with the recently adopted Dublin City Development Plan 2016-2022 Z14 zoning
objective in respect of the lands.
The motion also seeks a consequential amendment of all relevant text and diagrams in the
Planning Scheme and in particular Figure 11.1 to provide for appropriate access
arrangements consistent with the remainder of the Planning Scheme and Figure 11.2 to
provide for appropriate for appropriate access, block diagram, indicative heights, including a
Landmark/Gateway feature at the south west corner of area B2, to be consistent with the
remainder of the Planning Scheme and to clearly provide for the appropriate redevelopment
of the John Bissett Engineering property in the short term, subject to Eastern By-Pass
alignment issues being addressed.
The issue of compatibility of development at these lands with the Eastern By-Pass alignment
is already addressed in other text in the Planning Scheme common to all area affected by
the Road Corridor in Figure 6.3.
Chief Executive’s Response
Issues regarding the location, the Port Park and the ongoing operations of John Bissett
Engineering Ltd are also discussed in the Chief Executive’s Report (Chapter 9) and in
relation to other motions in this report.
The Chief Executive’s Report notes that John Bissett Engineering Ltd currently leases (long
term) land from Dublin Port Company. The site is part of the Southern Port Access
Route/Eastern Bypass in accordance with the National Transport Authority policy. New
development should not prejudice the future provision of this link. The Dublin Port Company
Masterplan Review designates this site as a future ‘Amenity Space’. There are other
motions supporting the use of this area for playing fields.
To reflect the situation it is proposed to amend Figs 8.1, 8.2, 9.1 etc so that the site is shown
for development/infrastructure in the longer term, with open spaces shown by hatched lines
in the short term.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
The motion is agreed as amended.
To amend Fig. 8.1, 9.1 and associated drawings so that the so that the site is shown for
development/infrastructure in the longer term, with open spaces shown by hatched lines in
the short term.

Motion

1090

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to amend the text of Sub-Section 8.4.2.3 ‘Port Park’ on page 43
by deleting the following text:
“The park will differ from the two previous spaces in that it will have a more sport and active
leisure oriented role. Details of specific uses for the spaces will be agreed with Dublin City
Council, taking into account local needs and aspirations, with a focus on supporting local
initiatives and clubs that encourage community engagement and activity.”
And replacing it with
“It will be the location for a floodlit multi-functional all-weather playing facility of a sufficient
size and design in terms of its layout and boundary treatment to cater for the playing of
Gaelic games and other sporting activities.”
Chief Executive’s Response
The Port Park is a multifunctional space proposed for sporting facilities, Sustainable Urban
Drainage (SUDs), screening and buffering providing local amenity. Port Park is capable of
facilitating a range of all-weather facilities for various sports. However it would be premature
at this stage to specify the size and/or form any such facility. This should be subject to
further consultation with the Culture, Recreation and Economic Services of Dublin City
Council. Any such facility would also be subject to an environmental appraisal (in particular
with regard to the installation of flood lighting in close proximity to Dublin Bay).
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is agreed as amended
Insert additional text to page 63, column 3.
“In the short and medium term it shall be used as a sport and leisure park, with the
potential to include a multi-functional all-weather playing facility. The location and size
of this area may be varied over time to meet future infrastructure needs.”

MOTION

1091

Councillor(s)

Paddy McCarten

(a) Amend Figure 8.1 in the Draft Planning Scheme to remove reference to “Open
Space/Park Area pending the delivery of by-pass and associated infrastructure (Long Term)”
and to remove the green cross hatching and replace the area currently subject to green
cross hatching with white shading.
(b) Amend diagram 8.2 of Draft Planning Scheme to remove “Open space/Park area
pending the delivery of by-pass and associated infrastructure (Long Term)” and to remove
the green cross hatching and replace the area currently subject to green cross hatching with
white shading.
(c) Remove all references to the “Port Park” from the Planning Scheme, including the
reference under Point 3 in the table on Page 51 of Section 11.4.4.
(d) Amend the Draft Planning Scheme to include appropriate vehicular, pedestrian and cycle
access routes to the western part of Block B2 including John Bissett Engineering lands in
Figure 11.1 to indicate an indicative block form and layout in respect of the western part of
the lands at Block B2 comprising the proposed commercial buffer in Figure 11.2 which
indicate buildings of 8-9 storeys in height to include a Landmark/Gateway on the south
western corner of Block B2 (John Bissett Engineering site).
(e) Make all necessary consequential change to Diagrams and Text of the Draft Planning
Scheme to reflect the above.
Reasons:
The purpose of this amendment is to remove the inconsistency in the Draft Planning
Scheme in the designation of the area occupied by John Bissett Engineering and adjoining
lands to the north in particular the references to a “Port Park” in respect of these lands
currently in industrial and port related uses, with the objective of the Planning Scheme to
develop these lands as a “commercial buffer zone” between port activity to the east and
residential development adjoining to the west of these lands, Figure 9.1 which designates
these lands as “Industrial and Port Zone” as does Figure 9.2. It is also noted that the
Planning Scheme states on Page 51 that this land subject to the short and medium term
“Port Park” objective on the western boundary of Block B2, is to be developed for hotel,
office or other commercial and/or leisure and limited retail/café type uses to form a
commercial buffer between the Port activity to the east and residential to the west. These
amendments will also remove the inconsistency in the Planning Scheme whereby these
particular lands are designated for short to medium term “Port Park” because of concerns
regarding potential impact and uncertainty over the Eastern By-Pass corridor,

whilst other extensive lands in the SDZ equally affected by the South Port Access Route on
the Eastern By-Pass corridors these are not subject to any designation for Port Park or
similar use in the short to medium term and are solely designated for either residential or
commercial activity. There is no rationale stated in the Draft Planning Scheme for the very
selective treatment of the area of land occupied by John Bissett Engineering in this respect.
It is noted that 40% of the SDZ area is equally affected by the Southern Port Access and
Eastern By-Pass infrastructure corridor as indicated in Figure 6.3 of the Planning Scheme.
The John Bissett Engineering property and adjoining lands are subject to zoning objective
Z14 in the City Development Plan which provides for a mix of commercial and residential
development as part of a wider rejuvenation area. If the Planning Scheme does not provide
for the appropriate redevelopment of these lands, it is likely that the existing uses will remain
in existence indefinitely as the lands will in effect be sterilised from any other beneficial
development. The interim “Port Park” objective is not deliverable while the existing use and
buildings remain. In the absence of appropriate provision for development of these lands in
the short, medium and long term for commercial or residential use, the Planning Scheme
would fundamentally conflict with the purpose and objectives of the designation of this area
as a Strategic Development Zone by Government and would also be fundamentally
inconsistent with the recently adopted Dublin City Development Plan 2016-2022 Z14 zoning
objective in respect of the lands.
The motion also seeks a consequential amendment of all relevant text and diagrams in the
Planning Scheme and in particular Figure 11.1 to provide for appropriate access
arrangements consistent with the remainder of the Planning Scheme and Figure 11.2 to
provide for appropriate for appropriate access, block diagram, indicative heights, including a
Landmark/Gateway feature at the south west corner of area B2, to be consistent with the
remainder of the Planning Scheme and to clearly provide for the appropriate redevelopment
of the John Bissett Engineering property in the short term, subject to Eastern By-Pass
alignment issues being addressed.
The issue of compatibility of development at these lands with the Eastern By-Pass alignment
is already addressed in other text in the Planning Scheme common to all area affected by
the Road Corridor in Figure 6.3.
Chief Executive’s Response
Issues regarding the location, the Port Park and the ongoing operations of John Bissett
Engineering Ltd are also discussed in the Chief Executive’s Report (Chapter 9) and in
relation to other motions in this report.
The Chief Executive’s Report notes that John Bissett Engineering Ltd currently leases (long
term) land from Dublin Port Company. The site is part of the Southern Port Access
Route/Eastern Bypass in accordance with the National Transport Authority policy. New
development should not prejudice the future provision of this link. The Dublin Port Company
Masterplan Review designates this site as a future ‘Amenity Space’. There are other
motions supporting the use of this area for playing fields.
To reflect the situation it is proposed to amend Figs 8.1, 8.2, 9.1 etc so that the site is shown
for development/infrastructure in the longer term, with open spaces shown by hatched lines
in the short term.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
The motion is agreed as amended.
To amend Fig. 8.1, 9.1 and associated drawings so that the so that the site is shown for
development/infrastructure in the longer term, with open spaces shown by hatched lines in
the short term.

Motion

1092

Councillor(s)

Sonya Stapleton

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

(a) Amend Figure 8.1 in the Draft Planning Scheme to remove reference to “Open
Space/Park Area pending the delivery of by-pass and associated infrastructure (Long
Term)” and to remove the green cross hatching and replace the area currently
subject to green cross hatching with white shading.
(b) Amend diagram 8.2 of Draft Planning Scheme to remove “Open space/Park area
pending the delivery of by-pass and associated infrastructure (Long Term)” and to
remove the green cross hatching and replace the area currently subject to green
cross hatching with white shading.
(c) Remove all references to the “Port Park” from the Planning Scheme, including
the reference under Point 3 in the table on Page 51 of Section 11.4.4.
(d) Amend the Draft Planning Scheme to include appropriate vehicular, pedestrian
and cycle access routes to the western part of Block B2 including John Bissett
Engineering lands in Figure 11.1 to indicate an indicative block form and layout in
respect of the western part of the lands at Block B2 comprising the proposed
commercial buffer in Figure 11.2 which indicate buildings of 8-9 storeys in height to
include a Landmark/Gateway on the south western corner of Block B2 (John Bissett
Engineering site).
(e) Make all necessary consequential change to Diagrams and Text of the Draft
Planning Scheme to reflect the above.

Reasons:
The purpose of this amendment is to remove the inconsistency in the Draft Planning
Scheme in the designation of the area occupied by John Bissett Engineering and adjoining
lands to the north in particular the references to a “Port Park” in respect of these lands
currently in industrial and port related uses, with the objective of the Planning Scheme to
develop these lands as a “commercial buffer zone” between port activity to the east and
residential development adjoining to the west of these lands, Figure 9.1 which designates
these lands as “Industrial and Port Zone” as does Figure 9.2.
It is also noted that the Planning Scheme states on Page 51 that this land subject to the
short and medium term “Port Park” objective on the western boundary of Block B2, is to be
developed for hotel, office or other commercial and/or leisure and limited retail/café type
uses to form a commercial buffer between the Port activity to the east and residential to the
west.
These amendments will also remove the inconsistency in the Planning Scheme whereby
these particular lands are designated for short to medium term “Port Park” because of
concerns regarding potential impact and uncertainty over the Eastern By-Pass corridor,
whilst other extensive lands in the SDZ equally affected by the South Port Access Route on
the Eastern By-Pass corridors these are not subject to any designation for Port Park or
similar use in the short to medium term and are solely designated for either residential or
commercial activity. There is no rationale stated in the Draft Planning Scheme for the very
selective treatment of the area of land occupied by John Bissett Engineering in this respect.
It is noted that 40% of the SDZ area is equally affected by the Southern Port Access and
Eastern By-Pass infrastructure corridor as indicated in Figure 6.3 of the Planning Scheme.
The John Bissett Engineering property and adjoining lands are subject to zoning objective
Z14 in the City Development Plan which provides for a mix of commercial and residential

development as part of a wider rejuvenation area. If the Planning Scheme does not provide
for the appropriate redevelopment of these lands, it is likely that the existing uses will remain
in existence indefinitely as the lands will in effect be sterilised from any other beneficial
development. The interim “Port Park” objective is not deliverable while the existing use and
buildings remain. In the absence of appropriate provision for development of these lands in
the short, medium and long term for commercial or residential use, the Planning Scheme
would fundamentally conflict with the purpose and objectives of the designation of this area
as a Strategic Development Zone by Government and would also be fundamentally
inconsistent with the recently adopted Dublin City Development Plan 2016- 2022 Z14 zoning
objective in respect of the lands.
The motion also seeks a consequential amendment of all relevant text and diagrams in the
Planning Scheme and in particular Figure 11.1 to provide for appropriate access
arrangements consistent with the remainder of the Planning Scheme and Figure 11.2 to
provide for appropriate for appropriate access, block diagram, indicative heights, including a
Landmark/Gateway feature at the south west corner of area B2, to be consistent with the
remainder of the Planning Scheme and to clearly provide for the appropriate redevelopment
of the John Bissett Engineering property in the short term, subject to Eastern By-Pass
alignment issues being addressed.
The issue of compatibility of development at these lands with the Eastern By-Pass alignment
is already addressed in other text in the Planning Scheme common to all area affected by
the Road Corridor in Figure 6.3.
Chief Executive’s Response
Issues regarding the location, the Port Park and the ongoing operations of John Bissett
Engineering Ltd are also discussed in the Chief Executive’s Report (Chapter 9) and in
relation to other motions in this report.
The Chief Executive’s Report notes that John Bissett Engineering Ltd currently leases (long
term) land from Dublin Port Company. The site is part of the Southern Port Access
Route/Eastern Bypass in accordance with the National Transport Authority policy. New
development should not prejudice the future provision of this link. The Dublin Port Company
Masterplan Review designates this site as a future ‘Amenity Space’. There are other
motions supporting the use of this area for playing fields.
To reflect the situation it is proposed to amend Figs 8.1, 8.2, 9.1 etc so that the site is shown
for development/infrastructure in the longer term, with open spaces shown by hatched lines
in the short term.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
The motion is agreed as amended.
To amend Fig. 8.1, 9.1 and associated drawings so that the so that the site is shown for
development/infrastructure in the longer term, with open spaces shown by hatched lines in
the short term.

Chapter 9
Land Use & Phasing

MOTION

1093

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

Sections 2.3.4, 5.4.2, 9.3, 11.3.2; Objective EC2; Phasing Areas A & B; and Figures 9.1 and
9.2 of the Poolbeg West Draft Planning Scheme to be revised.
To revise the Poolbeg West Draft Planning Scheme. The proposed commercial buffer shown
adjacent to South Bank Road be re-located to be parallel with the River Liffey. The use of
South Bank Road’s position and alignment as the basis for the location of the buffer should
be disregarded as it has no basis in land use planning terms. The commercial buffer should
instead be provided on a north-south and east-west axis and should act as a buffer of
commercial and mixed use development in a block layout form in area B1. The movement of
the buffer zone to North of Southbank Road increases the residential capacity for areas A1
and A2.
Reference; Rushfleet submission
Reason; Better planning
Chief Executive’s Response
The commercial/office buffer zone is specifically included in the SDZ scheme to provide a
“shield” of buildings along South Bank Road between the residential areas to the south and
the industrial port related area to the north.
Issues regarding the location of the ‘Buffer Zone’ and the use of the Rushfleet site for
commercial/office use purposes are discussed in the Chief Executive’s Report (Chapter 9).
It was noted in the Report that the relocation of the buffer zone to the north would conflict
with the Key Principles of the SDZ as designated by Government, notably Section 2.4.2 as it
would compromise the ‘Intrinsic Operations of the Port and Municipal Facilities’ by
substantially reducing the area of land available for port related activities. The 2017 Review
of the Masterplan Dublin Port Company Masterplan 2012-2040 proposes that much of this
area will be used as a Ro-Ro (Roll on – Roll off) storage facility, and the Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) states that the Rushfleet site is poorly suited for
residential development.
The location of the ‘Buffer Zone’ was informed by a considered planning analysis (the
outcome of which is illustrated in Figure 2.1 Concept Plan).
The proposed relocation of the buffer zone to the north would:
•
•
•

Shift the substantial quantum of commercial development proposed within the Draft
SDZ Planning Scheme into lands under the ownership of Dublin Port, and undermine
Dublin Ports operations and growth.
Conflict with Dublin Ports Masterplan
Result in the western and southern portions of the Buffer being located within the
South Port Access Road/Eastern By-Pass Corridor reservation, with the result that
there may be no building to act as a buffer.

It is unlikely that the 80,000-100,000sqm of commercial development proposed within the
SDZ Planning Scheme could be delivered in these circumstances and will result in a poorly
delivered scheme. The failure to deliver the ‘Commercial Buffer’ and the associated the built

or ‘shield’ element will result in further conflicts with the Key Principles of the SDZ, notably
Section 2.4.2 notably Section 2.3.1 ‘Create a Sustainable Neighbourhood’ and Section 2.4.3
‘Protect and Enhance the Amenity of Residents’
In summary, the proposed amendment would conflict with the Key Principles of the Draft
SDZ Planning Scheme and would compromise the delivery of a sustainable neighbourhood
and that protects the amenity of residents.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.

MOTION

1094

Councillor(s)

David Costello

To revise the Poolbeg West Draft Planning Scheme. The proposed commercial buffer shown
adjacent to South Bank Road be re-located to be parallel with the River Liffey. The use of
South Bank Road’s position and alignment as the basis for the location of the buffer should
be disregarded as it has no basis in land use planning terms. The commercial buffer should
instead be provided on a north-south and east-west axis and should act as a buffer of
commercial and mixed use development in a block layout form in area B1. The movement of
the buffer zone to North of Southbank Road increases the residential capacity for areas A1
and A2.
Sections 2.3.4, 5.4.2, 9.3, 11.3.2; Objective EC2; Phasing Areas A & B; and Figures 9.1 and
9.2 of the Poolbeg West Draft Planning Scheme to be revised.

Fig. 1: The proposed location of the revised commercial buffer

Alternative line for
commercial buffer allowing
for a grid layout in
rectangular development

Fig. 2: The proposed location of the revised commercial buffer
Introduction
Rushfleet is an empty container depot with a 35 Year lease on 3.5 acres in Dublin Port,
situated within the Poolbeg West SDZ. Rushfleet’s main activity is storing and refurbishing
empty shipping containers.
Context
This SDZ plan is missing an opportunity to maximise lands for the provision of much
needed housing with an alternate positioning of the commercial buffer zone. Lands located
to the south of this alternate buffer line could then be used for additional residential units. In
each of the maps we have indicated, with blue arrows, our proposed buffer zone location.

Analysis on the future usage of lands identified as B1
In the draft SDZ plan there is a sizeable quantity of land in the area identified as B1
proposed as a commercial / mixed use buffer. This buffer zone is to separate the residential
developments in areas A1 and A2 with the land which is to remain as port use.
Dublin Port Company made a submission to this SDZ - Poolbeg West Plan dated 25th July
2016. The map included with this submission titled “DPC’s long-term view of port
developments on the Poolbeg Peninsula” and is shown below for your convenience.
According to Dublin Port Company the lands (which I have identified with a red arrow) were
not part of their long-term development plans.

This is consistent with their plans which were published in 2012. The Dublin Port Masterplan
2012-2040 had identified no long-term significant requirement for these lands.

Dublin Port Company Masterplan 2012-2040

In 2017 Dublin Port Company produced a consultation paper as a review of the 2012
Masterplan, at the same time as the Poolbeg West Plan was being prepared. While this
report is still in draft stages and has not been finalised Dublin Port Company have – for the
first time – identified a long-term need for these lands for a new Roll on Roll off storage
facility. This is the first time these lands have ever been deemed a long-term requirement
and has come to light only in the last couple of months.

Proposal
Our proposal will see DCC maximising the allocated SDZ lands and moving the buffer line
as far North in the SDZ as possible. This will maximise other land available for residential
development.
Rather than drawing an arbitrary line across a map that reflects current property ownership
and lease holdings the plan should be based on actual planning needs of the stakeholders,
namely Dublin City Council and Dublin Port Company.
In addition, Dublin Port Company have acquired, and are developing, a ‘Dry Port’ facility of
40 hectares at Dublin Airport. Along with the proposed lands to be reclaimed at the Pigeon
House power station, I would contend that there will not be a shortage of Port lands in
future and more of the available land within the SDZ should be used for housing or buffer
development.
Chief Executive’s Response
The commercial/office buffer zone is specifically included in the SDZ scheme to provide a
“shield” of buildings along South Bank Road between the residential areas to the south and
the industrial port related area to the north.
Issues regarding the location of the ‘Buffer Zone’ and the use of the Rushfleet site for
commercial/office use purposes are discussed in the Chief Executive’s Report (Chapter 9).
It was noted in the Report that the relocation of the buffer zone to the north would conflict
with the Key Principles of the SDZ as designated by Government, notably Section 2.4.2 as it
would compromise the ‘Intrinsic Operations of the Port and Municipal Facilities’ by
substantially reducing the area of land available for port related activities. The 2017 Review
of the Masterplan Dublin Port Company Masterplan 2012-2040 proposes that much of this
area will be used as a Ro-Ro (Roll on – Roll off) storage facility, and the Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) states that the Rushfleet site is poorly suited for
residential development.

The location of the ‘Buffer Zone’ was informed by a considered planning analysis (the
outcome of which is illustrated in Figure 2.1 Concept Plan).
The proposed relocation of the buffer zone to the north would:
•
•
•

Shift the substantial quantum of commercial development proposed within the Draft
SDZ Planning Scheme into lands under the ownership of Dublin Port, and undermine
Dublin Ports operations and growth.
Conflict with Dublin Ports Masterplan
Result in the western and southern portions of the Buffer being located within the
South Port Access Road/Eastern By-Pass Corridor reservation, with the result that
there may be no building to act as a buffer.

It is unlikely that the 80,000-100,000sqm of commercial development proposed within the
SDZ Planning Scheme could be delivered in these circumstances and will result in a poorly
delivered scheme. The failure to deliver the ‘Commercial Buffer’ and the associated the built
or ‘shield’ element will result in further conflicts with the Key Principles of the SDZ, notably
Section 2.4.2 notably Section 2.3.1 ‘Create a Sustainable Neighbourhood’ and Section 2.4.3
‘Protect and Enhance the Amenity of Residents’
In summary, the proposed amendment would conflict with the Key Principles of the Draft
SDZ Planning Scheme and would compromise the delivery of a sustainable neighbourhood
and that protects the amenity of residents.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.

MOTION

1095

Councillor(s)

Mannix Flynn

To revise the Poolbeg West Draft Planning Scheme. The proposed commercial buffer shown
adjacent to South Bank Road be re-located to be parallel with the River Liffey. The use of
South Bank Road’s position and alignment as the basis for the location of the buffer should
be disregarded as it has no basis in land use planning terms. The commercial buffer should
instead be provided on a north-south and east-west axis and should act as a buffer of
commercial and mixed use development in a block layout form in area B1. The movement of
the buffer zone to North of Southbank Road increases the residential capacity for areas A1
and A2.
Sections 2.3.4, 5.4.2, 9.3, 11.3.2; Objective EC2; Phasing Areas A & B; and Figures 9.1 and
9.2 of the Poolbeg West Draft Planning Scheme to be revised.

Fig. 1: The proposed location of the revised commercial buffer

Alternative line for
commercial buffer allowing
for a grid layout in
rectangular development

Fig. 2: The proposed location of the revised commercial buffer

Chief Executive’s Response
The commercial/office buffer zone is specifically included in the SDZ scheme to provide a
“shield” of buildings along South Bank Road between the residential areas to the south and
the industrial port related area to the north.
Issues regarding the location of the ‘Buffer Zone’ and the use of the Rushfleet site for
commercial/office use purposes are discussed in the Chief Executive’s Report (Chapter 9).
It was noted in the Report that the relocation of the buffer zone to the north would conflict
with the Key Principles of the SDZ as designated by Government, notably Section 2.4.2 as it
would compromise the ‘Intrinsic Operations of the Port and Municipal Facilities’ by
substantially reducing the area of land available for port related activities. The 2017 Review
of the Masterplan Dublin Port Company Masterplan 2012-2040 proposes that much of this
area will be used as a Ro-Ro (Roll on – Roll off) storage facility, and the Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) states that the Rushfleet site is poorly suited for
residential development.
The location of the ‘Buffer Zone’ was informed by a considered planning analysis (the
outcome of which is illustrated in Figure 2.1 Concept Plan).
The proposed relocation of the buffer zone to the north would:
•
•
•

Shift the substantial quantum of commercial development proposed within the Draft
SDZ Planning Scheme into lands under the ownership of Dublin Port, and undermine
Dublin Ports operations and growth.
Conflict with Dublin Ports Masterplan
Result in the western and southern portions of the Buffer being located within the
South Port Access Road/Eastern By-Pass Corridor reservation, with the result that
there may be no building to act as a buffer.

It is unlikely that the 80,000-100,000sqm of commercial development proposed within the
SDZ Planning Scheme could be delivered in these circumstances and will result in a poorly

delivered scheme. The failure to deliver the ‘Commercial Buffer’ and the associated the built
or ‘shield’ element will result in further conflicts with the Key Principles of the SDZ, notably
Section 2.4.2 notably Section 2.3.1 ‘Create a Sustainable Neighbourhood’ and Section 2.4.3
‘Protect and Enhance the Amenity of Residents’
In summary, the proposed amendment would conflict with the Key Principles of the Draft
SDZ Planning Scheme and would compromise the delivery of a sustainable neighbourhood
and that protects the amenity of residents.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.

MOTION

1096

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

That the ‘Infrastructural Requirements’ in the table relating to Phasing on p 51 be amended
to include a reference to the extension of the Luas to Poolbeg West
Reason: To ensure commitment to delivery of the extension of the Poolbeg West and to
recognise that this is transport infrastructure that is critical to the success of the Poolbeg
West SDZ
Chief Executive’s Response
As noted in the Chief Executive’s Report the LUAS to Poolbeg is supported by the National
Transport Authority as part of its 2035 strategy. As such any reference to the Luas in the
Phasing Table should be as a long term project.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is agreed.
That row three of the Land Use Phasing Table on Page 51 be amended as follows:
Long Term*: Commercial
uses on boundary areas
where practical and
significant intensification of
use of SDZ lands for port
and related activities

1. Completion of Eastern ByPass
2. Upgrade of South Bank
Road to create quality urban
environment
3. Completion of the LUAS
extension to Poolbeg
West.

TII

NTA
Dublin Port
NTA

Motion

1097

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

To revise the Poolbeg West Draft Planning Scheme. The proposed commercial buffer
shown adjacent to South Bank Road be re-located to be parallel with the River Liffey. The
use of South Bank Road’s position and alignment as the basis for the location of the buffer
should be disregarded as it has no basis in land use planning terms. The commercial buffer
should instead be provided on a north-south and east-west axis and should act as a buffer of
commercial and mixed use development in a block layout form in area B1. The movement of
the buffer zone to North of Southbank Road increases the residential capacity for areas A1
and A2.
Sections 2.3.4, 5.4.2, 9.3, 11.3.2; Objective EC2; Phasing Areas A & B; and Figures 9.1 and
9.2 of the Poolbeg West Draft Planning Scheme to be revised.

Chief Executive’s Response
The commercial/office buffer zone is specifically included in the SDZ scheme to provide a
“shield” of buildings along South Bank Road between the residential areas to the south and
the industrial port related area to the north.
Issues regarding the location of the ‘Buffer Zone’ and the use of the Rushfleet site for
commercial/office use purposes are discussed in the Chief Executive’s Report (Chapter 9).
It was noted in the Report that the relocation of the buffer zone to the north would conflict
with the Key Principles of the SDZ as designated by Government, notably Section 2.4.2 as it
would compromise the ‘Intrinsic Operations of the Port and Municipal Facilities’ by
substantially reducing the area of land available for port related activities. The 2017 Review
of the Masterplan Dublin Port Company Masterplan 2012-2040 proposes that much of this
area will be used as a Ro-Ro (Roll on – Roll off) storage facility, and the Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) states that the Rushfleet site is poorly suited for
residential development.
The location of the ‘Buffer Zone’ was informed by a considered planning analysis (the
outcome of which is illustrated in Figure 2.1 Concept Plan).
The proposed relocation of the buffer zone to the north would:
•
•
•

Shift the substantial quantum of commercial development proposed within the Draft
SDZ Planning Scheme into lands under the ownership of Dublin Port, and undermine
Dublin Ports operations and growth.
Conflict with Dublin Ports Masterplan
Result in the western and southern portions of the Buffer being located within the
South Port Access Road/Eastern By-Pass Corridor reservation, with the result that
there may be no building to act as a buffer.

It is unlikely that the 80,000-100,000sqm of commercial development proposed within the
SDZ Planning Scheme could be delivered in these circumstances and will result in a poorly
delivered scheme. The failure to deliver the ‘Commercial Buffer’ and the associated the built
or ‘shield’ element will result in further conflicts with the Key Principles of the SDZ, notably
Section 2.4.2 notably Section 2.3.1 ‘Create a Sustainable Neighbourhood’ and Section 2.4.3
‘Protect and Enhance the Amenity of Residents’

In summary, the proposed amendment would conflict with the Key Principles of the Draft
SDZ Planning Scheme and would compromise the delivery of a sustainable neighbourhood
and that protects the amenity of residents.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.

MOTION

1098

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

That amendments will be made to the SDZ to ensure that there is no sterilisation of lands
that have development potential, particularly in reference to the Bissets Site.
Reason: To avoid sterilisation of land and to maximise development potential.
Chief Executive’s Response
Issues regarding the location, the Port Park and the ongoing operations of John Bissett
Engineering Ltd are also discussed in the Chief Executive’s Report (Chapter 9) and in
relation to other motions in this report.
The Chief Executive’s Report notes that John Bissett Engineering Ltd currently leases (long
term) land from Dublin Port Company. The site is part of the Southern Port Access
Route/Eastern Bypass in accordance with the National Transport Authority policy. New
development should not prejudice the future provision of this link. The Dublin Port Company
Masterplan Review designates this site as a future ‘Amenity Space’. There are other
motions supporting the use of this area for playing fields.
To reflect the situation it is proposed to amend Figs 8.1, 8.2, 9.1 etc so that the site is shown
for development/infrastructure in the longer term, with open spaces shown by hatched lines
in the short term.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
The motion is agreed as amended.
To amend Fig. 8.1, 9.1 and associated drawings so that the so that the site is shown for
development/infrastructure in the longer term, with open spaces shown by hatched lines in
the short term.

MOTION

1099

Councillor(s)

Mannix Flynn

Dublin Bay Studios: A once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for Dublin
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

The film, TV and digital content industries are amongst the fastest growing in the
world.
Ireland is world-renowned for our creative talent, but we do not have the right
infrastructure (studios) to keep that talent in long-term, reliable employment at
home.
Only a Dublin city centre-located production studios, on the scale Dublin Bay Studios
set out in their submission as part of the Poolbeg West SDZ process, will compete
successfully with the world’s best studios, such as Universal in the US and Pinewood
in the UK, bringing in large productions on a continuous basis and providing
sustainable employment.
The promoters of Dublin Bay Studios – Alan Moloney and James Morris - have been
working on this project for 6 years and Poolbeg is the only suitable city centre
location for the studios.
Neighbouring with the nearby Silicon Docks, the studios would be a catalyst for
regeneration and the creation of a new ‘creative cluster’ and living-working quarter
where people could live and work side by side.
They would create a minimum of 4,600 direct and indirect jobs.
Dublin Bay Studios in no way competes with the very necessary housing planned for
the SDZ. It is proposed that Dublin Bay Studios is located on the lands identified as
B2, which has been identified as not suitable for housing by Dublin City Council
planners.
The project is uniquely aligned with national and regional job policies, which rightly
identify the creative industries as a priority growth area.

Dublin City Council can make this vision a Reality
The promoters are self-financed and are not looking for any State subsidy. They have the
strategic support of Creative Artists Agency (CAA) one of the world’s leading talent agencies
and one of the most successful producers in Hollywood, Gary Levinsohn.
Within their submission, Dublin Bay Studios have identified Block B2 in the SDZ as suitable
for the Studios. (This land has been confirmed in the Chief Executive’s report as not suitable
for housing).
In order to make this vision a reality, B2 in the SDZ should be zoned for use as ‘Film, TD and
digital content production Studios’.
This land is currently owned by Dublin Port Company and Dublin Bay Studios have had
several meetings with the Dublin Port Company to discuss the proposal. Dublin Port
Company has not ruled out selling or leasing the land.

They remain very committed to working with Dublin Port Company, Dublin City Council and
all stakeholders and to realising the ambition of brining world-class studios to Dublin – and
all the associated economic and social benefits.

Support
The promoters of Dublin Bay Studios have been actively engaging with stakeholders since
last August, including the local residents, elected representatives, industry and wider
business representatives, and Dublin Port Company.
They are very encouraged by the support for their ambition, most recently articulated
through the public consultation process. As you will know, the following are amongst the
groups that submitted statements of support for the Studios in this process: IDA, Ibec’s
Audiovisual Federation, Irish Film Board, the Irish Film Workers Association, Screen
Producers Ireland, Screen Directors Guild of Ireland, Animation Skillnet, IADT Dun
Laoghaire, the Irish Film Institute, The Gaiety School of Acting, Bow Street Academy, Gate
Theatre, Smock Alley Theatre, Irish Film and Television Academy, Filmbase, Rothco Group
and several indigenous companies in the film industry including the Academy Awardnominated Element Pictures.
Dublin Bay Studios – at a glance
The proposal would deliver Ireland’s largest and only full-service film, TV and digital content
production studios including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 sound stages - 180,000 sq ft;
Post-production and digital services - 20,000 sq ft;
Workshop areas - 60,000 sq ft;
Ancillary support ancillary support and admin buildings - 60,000 sq ft;
Backlot (outdoor, green area) - 5 acres;
18 acres required - of the 84-acre Strategic Development Zone.

Chief Executive’s Response
Issues regarding the provision of a film and TV studio are addressed in the Chief Executive’s
Report (Chapters 5 and 9). The Report notes that the priority for development within the
SDZ is for housing (and complementary commercial, community and retail uses) and port
related activities. The provision of a Film Studio is a permissible use under the Z14 Zoning
Objective, as Industry (light) or Media-associated uses, depending the form and/or scale of
any such proposal. Should the Dublin Port Company make lands available for such a use it
could be accepted in principle, and subject to the appropriate assessment process.
Accordingly, the potential for media related development is acknowledged as per the Chief
Executive’s Recommendation for the inclusion of the following additional text in section
5.4.2:
“There may be an opportunity for these and associated uses to locate within the proposed
SDZ commensurate with the need to first and foremost maximise housing delivery and
secure the strategic development of Dublin Port as Ireland’s most strategic and largest
port.”
The priority for development within the SDZ is for housing (and complementary commercial,
community and retail uses) and port related activities.
Note: Motions 1051, 1052, 1055 and 1056 are also concerned with the provision of a film
and television studio.

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
1. Motion is not agreed for planning reasons above.

2. That amended text be added to 5.4.2 as follows:
“Dublin City Council supports uses associated with media/digital media and film production.
There may be an opportunity for these Dublin City Council will actively engage with all
the relevant stakeholders to explore the opportunity for a Film Studio and associated
uses to locate within the proposed SDZ commensurate with the need to first and foremost
maximise housing delivery and secure the strategic development of Dublin Port as Irelands
most strategic and largest port”

Motion

1100

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to bring forward proposals for the future development of the
former Ringsend Power Station and the Pigeon House Hotel during the initial five year life of
this SDZ.
Reason:
Setting an early, but not impossible timeline for bringing forward plans for the
rejuvenation of these two important buildings will put an onus on the City Council to actively
seek a solution and alternative use.
Chief Executive’s Response
The matter raised is outside the scope of the Draft Planning Scheme. Proposals for the
future development of the former Ringsend Power Station and the Pigeon House Hotel are
not a matter for the SDZ. There is an existing Conservation Plan and Re-Use Study carried
out by Dublin City Council for the Pigeon House Precinct and any proposal for the former
Ringsend Power Station and the Pigeon House Hotel will be on foot of the study, to
investigate viable re-use options.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion not Agreed, as the matter raised is outside the scope of the Strategic Development
Zone. Refer to Planning SPC

Chapter 10
Public Realm

MOTION

1101

Councillor(s)

Kieran Binchy

Objective PR4
AFTER "at all times" ADD "and in the direct control and management of Dublin City Council.
Reason: to avoid the privatisation of public spaces and to ensure consistency in the public
realm across the scheme
Chief Executive’s Response
Objective PR4 states that all public realm areas are to be designed and built to DCC 2taking
in charge” standards, and are to be publicly accessible at all times.
A public realm Masterplan will be prepared for the area within one year of the publication of
the Planning Scheme in accordance with objective PR1 in chapter 10, based on Dublin City
Council’s Public Realm Strategy. There may be places (e.g. over basement car parks)
where it is more appropriate for the public realm to be managed by a management company.
The public realm Masterplan will identify spaces to be taken in charge by Dublin City Council
and will ensure consistency in the quality of the public realm across the scheme.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion agreed as amended:
Insert text in PR4
That all public realm areas are designed and built to Dublin City
Council Taking in Charge standards in accordance with the Public Realm Masterplan

MOTION

1102

Councillor(s)

The Green Party

In 10.4 to add objective “PR5 to follow a transport hierarchy as follows: 1. Pedestrians; 2.
Cyclists; 3 Public transport; 4. Goods traffic; 5. Other traffic
Planning Reason: to ensure principles of sustainable transport and travel are incorporated
into the Plan
Chief Executive’s Response
The draft planning scheme is designed to support and encourage sustainable forms of
transportation thereby reducing the need for private transport and in turn reducing negative
environmental impacts. It is also the objective of the plan to promote a high level of use of
sustainable forms of transport including walking, cycling and public transport use having
regard to the content of the City Development Plan and national level policies (MV1).
Objective MV9 of the Planning Scheme in particular states:
“That all applications for urban blocks are accompanied by Travel Plans demonstrating how
commuter based car use can be minimised and other sustainable modes of travel provided
in accordance with best practice mobility management (see Appendix 4 of the Dublin City
Development Plan)”
The motion is too prescriptive to apply to the overall SDZ.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion noted. The matters referred to are already addressed in the Planning Scheme.

Motion

1103

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

To insert the words “in consultation with the “South East Area Committee” after the words
“Dublin City Council” in line three of the proposed new Objective PR1
Reason: The term Dublin City Council is used interchangeably to mean the Executive and
the elected members. The intention of this motion is to ensure that Councillors as
representatives of the community living in the area are centrally involved in the development
of the Public Realm.
Chief Executive’s Response
PR1 states that it is an objective of Dublin City Council to prepare a Public Realm
Masterplan for this planning scheme within one year, based on the City Council’s Public
Realm Strategy. The Public Realm Masterplan is for both existing and future residents. The
intention is to prepare the Masterplan in consultation with the recently established Docklands
Oversight and Consultative Forum (whose remit is the whole Docklands area including
Poolbeg West). The DOCF, as a committee of Dublin City Council will have a key role in
ensuring that Council projects support the SDZ, and also provide a mechanism for
community enjoyment and feedback. It is recommended that this is the most appropriate
collective mechanism for implementing the SDZ, as set out in Chapter 12.1 (Implementation
and Monitoring).

Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion agreed as amended: Insert in PR1after City Council’s public realm strategy….”in
consultation with the Docklands Oversight and Consultative Forum”

Chapter 11
Urban Structure & Design

MOTION

1104

Councillor(s)

Chris Andrews

That Clanna Gael be formally recognised within the SDZ
Reference; Clanna Gael submission
Reason: only one passing reference in section 11-3-4 Page 61 even though the club is
important in terms of community development to future community development
Chief Executive’s Response
Although “Clanna Gael” is mentioned in section 11.3.3 of the draft planning scheme, it is also
referenced in chapters 7.7 and 8.2 of the draft planning scheme. To provide further
recognition, Clanna Gael should be referenced in the Maps in Chapter 8. The Docklands
Social Infrastructure Audit identified a number of sporting organisations in the area, all of
which contribute to community development.
Motion is agreed
Amend Map 8.1 to further recognise Clanna Gael.

Motion

1105

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to amend the first sentence of sub-section “11.3.4
Community/School Sites” on page 64 to read:
“‘New community facilities’, including an all-weather sport facility, and a primary school are to
be provided to the south-west of the site near Clanna Gael Fontenoy GAA Club, to enable
the co-sharing of facilities”.
And
To add the following text at the end of the sub-section “11.3.4 Community/School Sites” on
page 64
“In determining the final form of the school and the community facilities, including the allweather sports facility, regard will be had, by reason of their proposed location, to the
possibility of the development of such a facility being undertaken as a joint venture with the
adjacent sports club - Clanna Gael Fontenoy GAA Club
Reason:
This is to ensure that the future development within the SDZ area close to the Clanna Gael
Fontenoys facility is developed in harmony with the Club and the best opportunity to
maximise positive impact.
Chief Executive’s Response
The Draft SDZ Planning Scheme seeks to promote the co-sharing of facilities. However
concern is raised that unless a reference is made to local sporting clubs, it may be assumed
that such facilities would be for the exclusive use of one particular sporting club. Sean
Moore Park and Ringsend Park both contain a number of Gaelic pitches. Concern is also
raised with regard to the specific requirement for all-weather sports facility. These large
facilities range in size from approximately 90x50m to 140x85 sq.m in size. The provision of
such a facility in close proximity to the school or Clanna Gael, within the SDZ, would require
a block of housing to be omitted from the scheme or would occupy the most of the proposed
village green area, leaving little space for other active and passive recreational activities,
landscaping, SUDs networks and/or pathways linkages (see diagram below). It should be
noted that the proposed school will have recreational areas, with potential for sharing with
the community.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is agreed as amended.
Insert additional text to page 61, column 2, paragraph 2. (11.3.4)
New community facilities and a primary school are to be provided to the south-west of the
site near the Clanna Gael GAA Club, to enable the co-sharing of facilities. The location of
community facilities and the school is fixed to this location. The final form of the school and
community facilities is however flexible and will be determined in consultation with the Dept.

of Education. In determining the final form of the school and the community facilities,
including a sports facility, regard will be had to the possibility of the development of
such a facility being undertaken in collaboration with local sporting clubs.

Illustration of pitch sizes superimposed over blocks to the north of Clanna Gael GAA Club
and over the Village Green.

Motion

1106

Councillor(s)

Dermot Lacey

Dublin City Council agrees to amend Sub-Section 11.4.4 ‘Port Park’ on page 63 as follows: Delete the following:
“Whilst in the short and medium term it shall be used as a sport and leisure park. The
location and size of this area is flexible though it shall have a minimum size of 1.9 hectares,
and may be varied over time to meet future infrastructure needs.”
and
Replace it with the following text: “It will be the location for a floodlit multi-functional all-weather playing facility of a sufficient
size and design in terms of its layout and boundary treatment to cater for the playing of
Gaelic games and other sporting activities.”

Reason:
This is to ensure that the future development within the SDZ area close to the Clanna Gael
Fontenoys facility is developed in harmony with the Club and the best opportunity to
maximise positive impact.
Chief Executive’s Response
The Port Park is a multifunctional space proposed for sporting facilities, Sustainable Urban
Drainage (SUDs), screening and buffering providing local amenity. Port Park is capable of
facilitating a range of all-weather facilities for various sports. However it would be premature
at this stage to specify the size and/or form any such facility. This should be subject to
further consultation with the Culture, Recreation and Economic Services of Dublin City
Council. Any such facility would also be subject to an environmental appraisal (in particular
with regard to the installation of flood lighting in close proximity to Dublin Bay).
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is agreed as amended
Insert additional text to page 63, column 3.
“Whilst in the short and medium term it shall be used as a sport and leisure park, with the
potential to include a multi-functional all-weather playing facility. The location and size
of this area may be varied over time to meet future infrastructure needs.”

MOTION

1107

Councillor(s)

Kieran Binchy

To retain the building height on the Sean Moore Road as per the original draft Plan, without
the additional heights proposed by the Manager's report, and to increase the heights at the
interior, BUT not on the seafront, in addition to that recommended in the manager's report to
ensure that there is no loss of density in so doing.
Reason: to protect the current residential amenity and to ensure that the development is
sympathetic to the current residents who will be neighbours to these buildings for
generations to come.

Chief Executive’s Response
A shadow analysis determined that that additional height could be provided along Sean
Moore Road without any significant impact on residential properties to the west. Whilst there
is no objection to heights being maintained along Sean Moore Road as originally proposed
in the Draft SDZ Planning Scheme, in order to facilitate up to 3500 units within the SDZ,
additional height will need to be provided elsewhere within the scheme.
A further review has been carried out in to height. There are limited opportunities to provide
additional height within the longer perimeter block buildings as any substantial increase in
scale could compromise solar access to internal courtyards and/or result in a canyon like
effect along individual streets. The optimal solution would be allow for taller gateway and
landmark buildings. At present these are spatially arranged within a hierarchy of 10-12, 1214 and 14-16 storey buildings. An increase of up to 16, 18 and 20 storeys would provide for
additional building volume in a manner that is consistent with the height strategy as:
•

These buildings are taller slimmer elements, and as such any additional
overshadowing is limited to short periods of the day.

•

The landmark/gateway qualities of these buildings would be enhanced due to the
increased level of contrast between taller slimmer building and lower perimeter
buildings.

•

The diversity of the skyline would be enhanced, particularly when viewed externally
from the site

An alternative height plan, incorporating those changes described above, is illustrated below
(labelled May 2017). It should be noted that no minimum height has been set for
landmark/gateway buildings so as to enable a greater variety of design responses. A
comparison with those heights contained within the Draft SDZ Planning Scheme Plan
(labelled January 2017) is also provided.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is agreed as amended.
Insert additional bullet point to Section 11.5.1, pg 65.

•

Whilst no minimum height has been set for Landmark or Gateway buildings
where such buildings are required they shall be of sufficient height (compared
with adjacent buildings) so as to ensure legibility throughout the SDZ and
enhance the diversity of the skyline, particularly when viewed from
surrounding areas.

Amend Figure 11.3 – Block Form and Layout (as relabelled in the Mangers Report) so that
building heights along Sean Moor Road revert to those contained within the Draft SDZ
Planning Scheme Plan (January 2017), with concurrent increases in building height as
illustrated below (with changes in building layouts where necessary to accommodate).

MOTION
Councillor(s)

1108
`

Frank Kennedy

The City Council resolves that all building heights for the row of buildings in the SDZ on the
Sean Moore Road reverts to that as originally proposed in the Draft Scheme, and that the
alternations made to increase these heights in the Chief Executive’s Report on the Public
Consultation shall be deleted. In particular, the five proposed height alterations to the row of
buildings on the Sean Moore Road as identified in the image “Building Heights as Proposed
– April 2017” shall be rejected and shall be substituted by the five corresponding heights as
originally proposed and as reflected in the image “Building Heights as Exhibited – January
2017”. Each of the images referred to in the preceding sentence appear at page 82 of the
Chief Executive’s Report on the Public Consultation.
Reason: While the other proposed height increases in the SDZ as identified in the April
2017 image referred to in this motion are to be welcomed, the increased heights proposed
along the Sean Moore Road would have a catastrophic effect on the access to natural light
and quality of life of the hundreds of residents in those houses facing the SDZ on the
opposite side of Sean Moore Road. Furthermore, 3,500 residential units is too ambitious a
target for the SDZ given the infrastructural limits of the City in this area including but not
limited to the severe traffic congestion problems at the Tom Clarke Bridge, on Sean Moore
Road and on Strand Road. The modest reduction in the total residential population of the
SDZ which will flow from the limited reductions in height of a small number of buildings
proposed by this motion will alleviate the strain on local infrastructure and prevent it from
reaching breaking point.
Chief Executive’s Response
A shadow analysis determined that that additional height could be provided along Sean
Moore Road without any significant impact on residential properties to the west. Whilst there
is no objection to heights being maintained along Sean Moore Road as originally proposed
in the Draft SDZ Planning Scheme, in order to facilitate up to 3500 units within the SDZ,
additional height will need to be provided elsewhere within the scheme.
A further review has been carried out in to height. There are limited opportunities to provide
additional height within the longer perimeter block buildings as any substantial increase in
scale could compromise solar access to internal courtyards and/or result in a canyon like
effect along individual streets. The optimal solution would be allow for taller gateway and
landmark buildings. At present these are spatially arranged within a hierarchy of 10-12, 1214 and 14-16 storey buildings. An increase of up to 16, 18 and 20 storeys would provide for
additional building volume in a manner that is consistent with the height strategy as:
•

These buildings are taller slimmer elements, and as such any additional
overshadowing is limited to short periods of the day.

•

The landmark/gateway qualities of these buildings would be enhanced due to the
increased level of contrast between taller slimmer building and lower perimeter
buildings.

•

The diversity of the skyline would be enhanced, particularly when viewed externally
from the site

An alternative height plan, incorporating those changes described above, is illustrated below
(labelled May 2017). It should be noted that no minimum height has been set for
landmark/gateway buildings so as to enable a greater variety of design responses. A
comparison with those heights contained within the Draft SDZ Planning Scheme Plan
(labelled January 2017) is also provided.
Chief Executive’s Recommendation
Motion is agreed as amended.
Insert additional bullet point to Section 11.5.1, pg 65.
•

Whilst no minimum height has been set for Landmark or Gateway buildings
where such buildings are required they shall be of sufficient height (compared
with adjacent buildings) so as to ensure legibility throughout the SDZ and
enhance the diversity of the skyline, particularly when viewed from
surrounding areas.

Amend Figure 11.3 – Block Form and Layout (as relabelled in the Mangers Report) so that
building heights along Sean Moor Road revert to those contained within the Draft SDZ
Planning Scheme Plan (January 2017), with concurrent increases in building height as
illustrated below (with changes in building layouts where necessary to accommodate).

